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Sicherheitspolitik Schweiz und Air2030
ogzo.ch
Oktober 2021

Air2030 – Beschaffung
und Einsatz der
künftigen
Luftverteidigungsmittel
F-35A und PATRIOT

EIN MUST!
Es ist dem Vorstand der OGZO gelungen, die Vortragsreihe zum Projekt „Air2030 – NKF“ um einen weiteren
interessanten Orientierungsanlass fortzusetzen. Wir werden am Samstag, 06.11.2021, einen DoppelVortragsanlass mit hochkarätiger Besetzung durchführen, und zwar mit dem Kdt LW, Div Peter Merz und dem
Chef-Test-Pilot der Armasuisse, Oberstlt Bernhard Berset.
6. November 2021
Zeit: 13:15 - 17:15
Veranstaltungsort
Gasthof Hirschen
Zürichstrasse 2
8340 Hinwil

(Details mit Anmeldeformular abrufbar unter:
https://ogzo.ch/events/air2030-das-projekt-zur-beschaffung-neuer-kampfflugzeuge-fuer-die-schweiz/)
(Covid-19: «Bitte besuchen Sie regelmässig unsere WebSite https://ogzo.ch/events/air2030-das-projekt-zur-beschaffungneuer-kampfflugzeuge-fuer-die-schweiz/ (oder auch nur kurz https://ogzo.ch/ ) wo wir laufend auch über die
Auswirkungen der Corona-Situation auf unseren Anlass aufmerksam machen.»)

allianzsicherheit.ch
20.10.2021

Bilanz 6 Wochen Allianz
Sicherheit Schweiz

Vor sechs Wochen wurde die Allianz Sicherheit Schweiz gegründet – neben den verschiedenen
sicheheitspolitischen Organisationen sind ihr bereits rund 700 Personen beigetreten. Unsere Erwartung, bis
Weihnachten 500 Mitglieder zu verzeichnen, haben wir damit deutlich übertroffen! Doch wir sind noch nicht am
Ziel, auf eine gleiche Mitgliederbasis wie die GSoA zurückgreifen zu können. Wichtigster Punkt unserer Fach- und
Kampagnenorganisation ist und bleibt deshalb die Werbung im persönlichen Umfeld. Motivieren Sie weiter ihre
Freundinnen und Freunde, auch Mitglied zu werden.
(Vollständige Information abrufbar unter:
https://mailchi.mp/6b7440cb0f1e/einladung-ao-vereinsversammlung-vss-4997457?e=6b2116ab3c)

nzz.ch
20.10.2021

Leserbrief

…Die Schweizerische Offiziersgesellschaft mit ihren Mitgliedern befürwortet vollumfänglich den Entscheid des
Bundesrates für die F-35-Flugzeugbeschaffung. …)
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Dominik Knill, Bern,
Präsident
Schweizerische
Offiziersgesellschaft
SOG
nzz.ch
20.10.2021

srf.ch
20.10.2021

(Vollständiger Leserbrief abrufbar im Anhang zu diesem Nachrichtenblatt NACHBRENNER 2021-21)

Leserbrief
Roger E. Schärer,
Oberst aD,
Initiativkomitee «Stopp
F-35», Trin Mulin

«…Der Kauf eines europäischen Kampfjets kann für die Erledigung weiterer Milliarden-Kohäsionszahlungen
eingetauscht werden, was unsere schon durch Corona belasteten Bundesfinanzen entlasten wird.

Rundschau:
«Lärm um neuen
Kampfjet»

Der F-35 ist lauter als sein Vorgänger F/A18. Der Lärm ist im Ausland, wo der Tarnkappenjet bereits im Einsatz
ist, ein grosses Problem: In Holland gab es Hunderte Beschwerden, Anwohnende kämpfen für
Schutzmassnahmen. In Norwegen sind die meisten Bauern aus der unmittelbaren Umgebung des
Luftwaffenstützpunkts weggezogen. Mehr Fluglärm – das kommt in Meiringen schlecht an. Auch dort sollen die
neuen Schweizer Kampfjets stationiert werden. Im «Rundschau»-Interview nimmt Bruno Locher, Chef Raum und
Umwelt des VBS, Stellung zur Kritik am F-35.

(Vollständiger Leserbrief abrufbar im Anhang zu diesem Nachrichtenblatt NACHBRENNER 2021-21)
(Anmerkung Redaktion: Frankreich hat einem solchen «politischen Kuhhandel» bereits bei dem vom Volk abgelehnten
Programm TTE (Gripen) – völlig zu Recht und vernünftig - eine deutliche Abfuhr erteilt!)

(Nachvisionierung über https://www.srf.ch/play/tv/redirect/detail/72dc5187-d181-4344-b2d6-fcde85b7a6e6)

vbs.admin.ch
19.10.2021

Air2030 Fragen und
Antworten:
F-35A - Was ergaben die
Lärmmessungen beim
F-35A?

Die Lärmemissionen der Kandidaten wurden in der Evaluation durch Messungen der Eidgenössischen
Materialprüfungs- und Forschungsanstalt (EMPA) mit deren Messmitteln erhoben. Diese flossen in die KostenNutzen-Analyse ein, in der die Kandidaten miteinander verglichen wurden. Mit dem F-35A sind rund 50 Prozent
weniger Starts und Landungen notwendig als mit der heutigen F/A-18- und F-5 Flotte. Beim F-35A verändern sich
die Trainingsinhalte und das Verhältnis der Flug- zu den Simulatorstunden und die durchschnittliche
Missionsdauer wird etwas länger. Bei den Lärmmessungen anlässlich der Evaluation in Payerne im Frühling 2019
war der F-35A beim Start durchschnittlich rund 3db(A) lauter als der heutige F/A-18. Ausgehend vom heutigen
Stationierungskonzept ergibt sich daraus aufgrund der wesentlich tieferen Bewegungszahlen eine
durchschnittlich gleichbleibende Jahreslärmbelastung gemäss Lärmschutzverordnung. Dem VBS ist es ein
wichtiges Anliegen, die Lärmbelastung so tief wie möglich zu halten, deshalb wird bereits heute zusammen mit
dem Hersteller Lockheed-Martin und der EMPA nach verfahrenstechnischen Möglichkeiten zu weiteren
Lärmreduktionsmassnahmen gesucht.
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mns
15.10.2021

vbs.admin.ch
13.10.2021

Replik MNS auf den
Leserbrief «Ist der
modernste im Rennen
es wert, die Existenz der
Luftwaffe zu
gefährden?» von
Michael Keller, 8264
Eschenz, erschienen im
Cockpit 09/2021

Michael Keller stellt im Cockpit 09/2021 provokativ die Frage «Ist der modernste Jet im Rennen es wert, die
Existenz der Luftwaffe zu gefährden?» und fordert, dass die vom Bundesrat als Ersatz für die veralteten F-5E
Tiger II und F/A-18C/D beantragte Beschaffung des F-35A Lightning II vom Parlament zurückzuweisen sei. Die
Sicherheit der Schweiz könne mit einem der anderen ebenfalls im Auswahlverfahren geprüften Kandidaten
gewährleistet werden. Seine Forderung begründet er nun allerdings mit Argumenten, die einem Faktencheck
nicht Stand halten.

«Die Kampfjets werden
aus dem ordentlichen
Armeebudget
finanziert»

Um die neuen Kampfflugzeuge und ein System zur bodengestützten Luftverteidigung grösserer Reichweite
(Bodluv) zu finanzieren, reicht ein moderater Anstieg des Armeebudgets bereits. Die vorgesehenen real 1,4
Prozent pro Jahr seien weniger als das durchschnittliche Wachstum des Bundes. Das sagt Marc Siegenthaler,
Chef Ressourcen VBS, im Interview.

(Vollständige Replik abrufbar als Beilage im Anhang zu diesem NACHBRENNER-Mail oder in der Rubrik
«Aktuelles/Leserbriefe» bei swiss-f35.ch.)

(Vollständiges Interview abrufbar unter:
https://www.vbs.admin.ch/de/home.detail.news.html/vbs-internet/wissenswertes/2021/211013.html)

bulletin-1.ch
Dr. Peter Forster
12.10.2021

“Europäische Lösung”,
von wegen!

Permanent berieselt uns der Anti-F-35-Verbund mit der Behauptung, der Bundesrat hätte einen europäischen
Kampfjet auswählen müssen – mit 100 “Vorzügen”. Der Verbund polemisiert, insinuiert, spekuliert mit
pflaumenweichen Scheinargumenten. Wie aber lauten die harten Fakten?
(Antwort Dr. Peter Forster abrufbar unter:
https://bulletin-1.ch/biss-europaeische-loesung-von-wegen/)

vbs.admin.ch

Air2030 Fragen und
Antworten: F-35A
Wie hoch ist der
Kerosinverbrauch des
F-35A?

Gegenüber dem Betrieb der heutigen F/A-18- und F-5-Flotten reduziert sich der Jahreskerosinverbrauch mit dem
F-35A um rund 25 Prozent aufgrund des gesamthaft tieferen Flugstundenbedarfs. Der F-35A erlaubt den Einsatz
von synthetischem Kraftstoff (Biokraftstoff). Dieser kann dem herkömmlichen Kraftstoff gemäss heute geltenden
Normen bis zu einem Grad von 50 Prozent beigemischt werden.
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nzz.ch
08.10.2021

avia-luftwaffe.ch
07.10.2021

«Die militärische
Kapazität der Schweiz
ist gut dafür, dass es in
diesem Teil Europas
kein
sicherheitspolitisches
Vakuum gibt»

EIN MUST!

Air2030: Die Reaktionen
auf den NKF-Entscheid,
Fakten und das weitere
Vorgehen

Drei Monate nach dem Typenentscheid für das neue Kampfflugzeug sorgt das Thema noch immer für
Gesprächsstoff in den Medien. Nicht zuletzt, weil die GSoA mit der Unterschriftensammlung zur Initiative «Stop
F-35» begonnen hat. Einmal mehr kämpft die GSoA mit Argumenten basierend auf Annahmen, unvergleichbaren
Vergleichen und Unwahrheiten. Fakt ist, der F-35A hat in der Evaluation mit Abstand am besten abgeschlossen
und ist somit das richtige Flugzeug für die Schweizer Luftwaffe.

Der SPD-Sicherheitsexperte Hans-Peter Bartels nennt im NZZ-Interview den F-35 «auch eine Art europäisches
Projekt». Bei einer «krassen Bedrohung Europas» sollen Schweizer Jets auch «ausserhalb der Schweizer Luftsäule
Bedrohungen erkennen und abwehren können».
(Vollständiges Interview Georg Häsler Sansano abrufbar unter:
https://www.nzz.ch/amp/schweiz/spd-sicherheitsexperte-kein-vakuum-dank-schweizer-armeeld.1649305?mktcid=smch&mktcval=twpost_2021-10-08&__twitter_impression=true)

(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://avia-luftwaffe.ch/air2030-die-reaktionen-auf-den-nkf-entscheid-fakten-und-das-weitere-vorgehen/)

vbs.admin.ch
05.10.2021

F-35A: Das Rückgrat der
US Air Force
von
Kaj-Gunnar Sievert,
Leiter Fachbereich
Kommunikation
armasuisse

Der Budgetentwurf des amerikanischen Verteidigungsministeriums für das Fiskaljahr 2022 sieht die Beschaffung
von 85 F-35 Kampfflugzeugen vor. Damit wird die Bedeutung der F-35 als Eckpfeiler der US-Kampfflugzeugflotte
für die nächsten Jahrzehnte unterstrichen. Die Evaluation für ein neues Kampfflugzeug für die Schweiz ergab,
dass die F-35A die beste Lösung mit vielen europäischen und weltweiten Kooperationsmöglichkeiten darstellt.
(Vollständiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.vbs.admin.ch/de/home.detail.news.html/vbs-internet/wissenswertes/2021/211005.html)
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Luft- und Marineluftstreitkräfte sowie strategische und weitere luftgestützte
Einsatzmittel
taiwannews.com.tw
21.10.2021

TWN:
Taiwan’s domestically
produced 'Brave Eagle'
jet trainer makes debut
flight

In a significant step forward for Taiwan’s indigenous defense industry, the “Brave Eagle” Advanced Jet Trainer
(AJT) conducted its official inaugural flight Thursday (Oct. 21). The Ministry of National Defense reportedly
expects two of the new mass-produced planes to be delivered by December. A total of 66 “Brave Eagle” jet
trainers should be in service in 2026, replacing the United States-built F-5s, which have served Taiwan for at least
35 years and have been plagued by fatal accidents.

janes.com
20.10.2021

RAF:
RAF receives seventh
Poseidon MMA

The seventh of nine Boeing P-8A Poseidon MRA1 maritime multimission aircraft (MMA) for the Royal Air Force
(RAF) arrived in the United Kingdom on 19 October. Aircraft ZP807, named William Barker VC after a Canadian
pilot who served with the RAF's 201 Squadron during the First World War, flew into RAF Lossiemouth in Scotland
to join the previously delivered ZP801 Pride of Moray, ZP802 City of Elgin, ZP803 Terence Bulloch DSO DFC, ZP804
Spirit of Reykjavik, ZP805 Fulmar, and ZP806 Guernsey's Reply. The final two Poseidons are scheduled to arrive
before the end of the year.

theprint.in
18.10.2021

IND:
Eye on mega deal with
Navy, Dassault will fly
Rafale Marine to India
in 2022 for showcase
trip

French defence giant Dassault Aviation is likely to bring the naval version of the Rafale aircraft to India in early
2022 to showcase its ability to carry out a ski-jump, which is a crucial take-off capability to operate from Indian
aircraft carriers, ThePrint has learnt. Sources in the defence establishment said Dassault, which is eyeing a mega
contract with the Indian Navy for new fighters, has offered to bring the Rafale M (Marine) to India. The Navy
plans to procure new fighters to replace the Russian MiG 29Ks. In 2017, the Navy issued a Request for
Information (RFI) to foreign players for 57 new fighters.
Rafale M’s competitor — the F/A-18 Super Hornet fighter of Boeing — had demonstrated the ski-jump capability
in December 2020. However, the demonstration was held at Naval Air Station Patuxent River in the US.

boeing.com
18.10.2021

IND:
Indian Navy Expands
Maritime
Reconnaissance
Capabilities with
Delivery of 11th P-8I

Boeing is continuing to expand the Indian Navy’s long-range maritime reconnaissance anti-submarine warfare
capabilities with the delivery of the country’s 11th P-8I. The patrol aircraft is an integral part of the Indian Navy’s
fleet and has surpassed 30,000 flight hours since it was inducted in 2013. This is the third aircraft to be delivered
under an option contract for four additional aircraft that the Indian Ministry of Defence awarded in 2016. The
Indian Navy was the first international customer for the P-8 and today operates the largest non-U.S. fleet. The
P-8 is also operated by the U.S. Navy, the Royal Australian Air Force and the United Kingdom’s Royal Air Force.
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In addition to unmatched maritime reconnaissance and anti-submarine warfare capabilities, the P-8I has been
deployed to assist during disaster relief and humanitarian missions.
taiwannews.com.tw
17.10.2021

TWN:
Scholar says early
delivery of new F-16s
will bolster Taiwan's air
defense capabilities

Institute for National Defense and Security Research analyst Shu Hsiao-huang (舒孝煌) on Saturday (Oct. 16)
told CNA that if the U.S. agrees to hand over the 66 F-16Vs Taiwan purchased in 2019 earlier than scheduled,
they could be stationed in Taitung and be used to respond to threats in southern Taiwan, where the possibility
of an aerial conflict with China is greatest. The INDSR analyst said that the F-16 manufacturer Lockheed Martin
currently does not have many orders for the jets from other countries, so an earlier delivery date may be
possible. At the same time, Taiwan will continue to negotiate with the U.S. to purchase F-16 series of
corresponding weapon systems, including long-range sea and land-attack missiles, and anti-radiation weapons.
The Air Force purchased 66 new F-16Vs from the U.S. in 2019 under the Fengzhan Project and will deploy them
at Taitung’s Chihang Air Force Base in the future, per CNA.
Taiwan officials have contacted the U.S. with the request to start delivering the F-16V jets in 2022, which is one
year earlier than the original date. The first two aircraft are currently scheduled to arrive in 2023, and full delivery
is expected to be completed in 2026.

amc.af.mil
15.10.2021

USAF:
AMC approves F-15,
F-16 receivers as third
KC-46 ICR milestone

Gen. Mike Minihan, commander of Air Mobility Command, approved a third Interim Capability Release (ICR)
mission set for the KC-46A Pegasus on Oct. 13, 2021. This ICR decision allows the KC-46 to refuel all variants of
the F-15 Eagle and F-16 Fighting Falcon during U.S. Transportation Command tasked missions. The KC-46 can
now support 62 percent of all receiver aircraft that request air refueling support from USTRANSCOM. This ICR
allows the Pegasus aircraft and crews to accept operational taskings which would otherwise be filled by the
KC-135 Stratotanker and KC-10 Extender, increasing the force’s air refueling capacity.
On July 9, 2021, the first ICR decision approved the KC-46A Pegasus to refuel aircraft using its Centerline Drogue
System. The second ICR decision, which approved the KC-46 to refuel the B-52, C-17 and other KC-46 aircraft
using its boom, was made August 5, 2021. Despite existing restrictions and deficiencies, the KC-46 continues to
demonstrate its growing operational capabilities. The Pegasus has completed over 6,000 missions, offloading
over 35 million pounds of fuel, and making 26,000 boom and 1,500 drogue contacts since January 2019.

tass.com
14.10.2021

RUS:
Over 70 Su-57 fighters
to enter operational

Over 70 Su-57 fifth-generation fighter jets will be delivered to Russian troops by 2027, including several aircraft
this year, the state tech corporation Rostec announced on Thursday. Rostec was commenting on an article in the
US-based National Interest magazine, which claimed that the Sukhoi Su-57 fifth-generation stealth fighter "is
unlikely to enter operational service before 2027." Russia’s Aerospace Force will receive 22 Su-57 fighters by late
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service with Russian
troops by 2027

2024 and their number will increase to 76 by 2028. The first Su-57 fighter was delivered to the Russian troops in
2020.
The Sukhoi Su-57 is a Russian-made fifth-generation multirole fighter designated to destroy all types of air,
ground and naval targets. The Su-57 fighter jet features stealth technology with the broad use of composite
materials, is capable of reaching a supersonic cruising speed and is furnished with the most advanced onboard
radio-electronic equipment, including a powerful onboard computer (the so-called electronic second pilot), the
radar system spread across its body and some other innovations, in particular, armament placed inside its
fuselage.

marines.mil
14.10.2021

USMC/JPN:
Marine Corps F-35B
conduct first landing
aboard JS IZUMO

At the request of the Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force, Marine Fighter Attack Squadron 242 successfully
conducted the first ever landing of two F-35B Lightning II aircraft aboard the Japanese Ship Izumo on Oct. 3.
Following a series of modifications to the JS Izumo to enable short take-off and vertical landing operations, a
capability that the “B” variant of the F-35 specializes in. “This trial has proved that the JS Izumo has the capability
to support takeoffs and landings of STOVL aircraft at sea, which will allow us to provide an additional option for
air defense in the Pacific Ocean in the near future,” said JMSDF Rear Adm. Shukaku Komuta, commander of
Escort Flotilla One. Japan is one of 14 nations worldwide that participate in the F-35 Lightning II Joint Strike
Fighter program and announced in August, 2019 that they would purchase 42 F-35B aircraft from the United
States.

english.defensie.nl
13.10.2021

NLD:
Defence said farewell to
the KDC-10 tanker and
transport aircraft.

The Netherlands Ministry of Defence’s last KDC-10 tanker and transport aircraft flew a farewell tour over military
locations in the Netherlands. Two McDonnell Douglas KDC-10s had been in use by the Defence organisation since
1995. Defence now no longer has strategic airlift and tanker capacity of its own. This has been replaced by
participation in NATO’s international tanker and transport pool.

dailysabah.com
12.10.2021

TUR/USA:
Biden administration
reportedly backs
Turkey’s $6B F-16 deal
request

Turkey’s request for Lockheed Martin-made F-16 fighter jets and modernization kits to upgrade its existing
warplanes is valued at $6 billion (TL 54.02 billion), according to Turkish sources who spoke to two different media
organizations Tuesday. Considering U.S. Congress' opposition to Ankara purchasing arms due to several lingering
issues, it was thought that it would be difficult to win approval for the deal, however, reports have said that the
new U.S. administration supports it. Turkey on Sept. 30 sent a formal request to the U.S. to purchase 40 new
F-16 Block 70 aircraft and nearly 80 kits to modernize its F-16 fighters, two officials familiar with the matter were
cited as saying by Bloomberg.
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(Ergänzende Information dailysabah.com vom 17.10.2021: Negotiations between Turkey and the United States have been
continuing on Ankara’s purchase of Lockheed Martin-made F-16 fighter jets and modernization kits to upgrade its existing
warplanes, President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan said Sunday. The statements by the president came as a confirmation on
earlier reports that claimed Turkey is set to acquire 40 new F-16V Block 70 aircraft and nearly 80 kits to modernize its F-16
fighters. Erdoğan, however, stressed that this purchase cannot be separated from the “F-35 issue” – the stealth fighter jet
project from which Turkey was expelled. The president said Turkey paid $1.40 billion for the F-35s – also produced by the
Lockheed Martin company – and that the country needs to receive back its payments since it cannot receive the warplanes.
“The U.S. had such a proposal for the payments,” Erdoğan said, adding that Turkey’s approach regarding the issue is to
meet its defense needs with necessary steps. “In particular, we are trying to make our fighter jet fleet ready.")
(Ergänzende Information reuters.com vom 18.10.2021: The United States on Monday did not confirm Turkish President
Tayyip Erdogan's comment that Washington had made an offer to Ankara for the sale of F-16 fighter jets but added that it
has not made Turkey a financing offer for the warplanes. "We would refer you to the Turkish government to speak to its
defense procurement plans. What I can say is the United States has not made any financing offers on Turkey's F-16
request," U.S. State Department spokesperson Ned Price said in a briefing.)
(Ergänzende Information putniknews.com vom 18.10.2021: "If the process [F-16 purchase and upgrade] does not bring
results, then Turkey will not be left without alternatives. If necessary, the topic of Su-35s and Su-57s can be opened at any
time. Our industry will do everything to ensure our security, and if something extra is needed, then we can always find a
way out", Turkish Presidency of Defence Industries chief Ismail Demir said on air of Kanal 7.)

norwaytoday.info
12.10.2021

NOR:
The total costs related
to Norway’s new fighter
jets estimated at 324
billion kroner

The new fighter jets have a purchase price of NOK 90.2 billion and will cost NOK 225.8 billion to operate over
their lifetime. Furthermore, their bases must be upgraded for NOK 8.3 billion. The outgoing government revealed
the estimate in its budget proposal, which assumes that the dollar exchange rate will remain at around NOK 8.7.
The expected lifetime cost for the 52 aircraft the Norwegian parliament (Storting) has decided to buy has varied
greatly in recent years in line with the dollar exchange rate.

ukdefencejournal.
org.uk
12.10.2021

RAF:
British F-35 fleet
reaches 10,000 flight
hours

Recently, the UK F-35B fleet reached a new milestone, when it crossed the threshold of 10,000 flight hours. This
milestone has been nearly 10 years in the making. In 2012, the first F-35B was delivered to the UK. Currently 21
of the planned 138 aircraft designated for the Royal Air Force and the Royal Navy are operating as three
squadrons in two locations: the 617 ‘Dambusters’ Squadron and 207 Operational Conversion Unit Squadron at
Royal Air Force Marham and the 17R Test and Evaluation Squadron at Edwards Air Force Base, California.

airbus.com
11.10.2021

Airbus Zephyr Solar
High Altitude Platform
System (HAPS) reaches

The Airbus Zephyr S completes a successful 2021 test flight campaign in the United States. The final Airbus solarpowered High Altitude Platform System (HAPS) flight touched down on 13th September in Arizona, USA, ending
the most ambitious and successful Zephyr flight campaign to date. The flight campaign had a clear customer
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new heights in its
successful 2021

focus - to demonstrate how Zephyr could be used for future operations, flying outside of restricted airspace and
over airspace shared with commercial air traffic. Carrying an Optical Advanced Earth Observation system for
Zephyr (OPAZ) payload, Zephyr proved its operational value to provide instant, persistent, and improved
situational awareness.
The campaign consisted of six flights in total, four low level test flights and two stratospheric flights. The
stratospheric flights flew for around 18 days each, totaling more than 36 days of stratospheric flight in the
campaign. This adds a further 887 flight hours to the 2,435 stratospheric flight hours for Zephyr to date, marks
significant progress for fixed wing HAPS and is a step towards making the stratosphere an operational reality for
its customers.
With its ability to remain in the stratosphere for months at a time, Zephyr will bring new see, sense and connect
capabilities to both commercial and military customers. Zephyr will provide the potential to revolutionise
disaster management, including monitoring the spread of wildfires or oil spills. It provides persistent surveillance,
tracing the world’s changing environmental landscape and will be able to provide communications to the most
unconnected parts of the world.

janes.com
11.10.2021

IND:
Indian Air Force's
Mirage 2000H upgrade
programme delayed

The programme to upgrade 51 Indian Air Force (IAF) Mirage 2000H multirole fighters to 2000-5 standard is
delayed by nearly three years, Janes has learned. Industry sources told Janes on 11 October that only about 25
of these platforms have so far been upgraded to the Mirage 2000-5 standard under a INR175.47 billion (USD2.33
billion) deal agreed in 2011 between India's state-owned Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL), Dassault
Aviation, Thales, and MBDA.

israelradar.com
09.10.2021

ISR:
Israel Upgrades F-35s
With Secret Tech for
Iran Strike

Israel is upgrading its F-35 fighter jets with top secret technological and weapons systems to prepare for a strike
in Iran. The Israeli modifications include advanced munitions and sensors that remain highly classified, Walla
News reported. The IDF’s F-35s can also be loaded with extra bombs inside the aircraft to enable attacks on more
targets, the report said. The Israeli upgrades turned the cutting-edge stealth fighter into a “strike and intelligence
collection monster,” defense officials familiar with its secret capabilities say. The report also confirmed that Israel
is dramatically extending the jet’s operational range via new fuel tanks.
In parallel, Israel is asking the US to approve additional access to the aircraft’s core avionics, according to military
news website Breaking Defense. This would enable Israeli engineers to install even more unique systems in its
F-35s, the report said. The planned Israeli additions include new electronic warfare and communication systems,
a senior Air Force officer told the website.
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flightglobal.com
08.10.2021

RAF:
UK F-35s make
refuelling debut behind
Super Hornet

British Lockheed Martin F-35B Lightning combat aircraft have for the first time undergone “buddy-buddy”
refuelling behind a US Navy (USN) Boeing F/A-18E Super Hornet. Conducted in the Asia-Pacific region during the
UK Royal Navy’s (RN’s) ongoing Carrier Strike Group deployment, the activity involved jets from the Royal Air
Force’s (RAF’s) 617 Sqn, operating from the aircraft carrier HMS Queen Elizabeth. “The refuelling occurred during
exercises with the US Navy aircraft carriers USS Ronald Reagan and USS Carl Vinson,” the RAF says. It involved
RAF and RN pilots.

economictimes.
indiatimes.com
08.10.2021

IND:
Rafale deliveries to
India ahead of schedule,
says French
Ambassador Lenain

Aerospace major Dassault Aviation is expected to deliver all 36 Rafale jets well before the schedule despite
lockdown for a few days to contain the spread of COVID-19 in France, French Ambassador to India Emmanuel
Lenain said on Friday. Right now Dassault has delivered to India 29 and 26 have already been ferried to India,"
he said.

airforcemag.com
08.10.2021

CHN:
China Likely Stepping
Up Stealth Fighter
Production

Chinese manufacture of the J-20 Mighty Dragon, touted by China as a stealth fighter, will likely increase, based
on comments offered at the recent Zhuhai air show (Airshow China 2021) by program officials, who nevertheless
did not disclose any production ramp rates. Some 15 J-20s flew in formation at Zhuhai, which took place in late
September and early October, and observers reported an additional group of the aircraft parked on the runway.
Chinese officials said the J-20 is flying with indigenous WS-10C engines, and aircraft made a number of flying
demonstrations at the air show. Engines have long been a sore spot in Chinese aviation, and early versions of
the Mighty Dragon depended on Russian-designed powerplants. The South China Morning Post, another staterun media outlet, has reported that China fields 150 J-20s in four air regiments, most operating in the interior of
the country, which are reportedly dedicated to training and tactics development. To match just the USAF—not
counting Navy and Marine Corps inventories—China would have to build 500 fifth-generation J-20s and FC-31s
between now and 2025, or 125 aircraft per year.

USAF:
F-35

Lockheed Martin and the F-35 Joint Program Office announced that peak production of the Lightning II will occur
in 2023, at a rate of 156 aircraft per year, and stay at that level “for the foreseeable future.” That figure will,
however, meet the demands of more than a dozen partners and foreign military sales customers. For calendar
2021, Lockheed Martin plans to deliver 133-139 F-35s, ramping up to 151-153 of the aircraft in 2022. The
company has fallen short of planned deliveries because of supply chain problems stemming from the COVID-19
pandemic.

airforcemag.com
08.10.2021
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Air Force acquisition objectives for the F-35 have not changed since the program’s inception. The service plans
to buy 1,763 F-35s, of which it has already taken delivery of about 300. At the current rate of production, the Air
Force would take delivery of its last F-35 in the 2050s. The Air Force has not disclosed plans to buy more than 43
or so F-35s annually until after the Block 4 version starts coming off the production line in 2023, meaning the
service will likely have about 652 fifth-generation fighters in the 2025 time frame, counting F-35s and 180 F-22s,
but not counting inventories with the Navy and Marine Corps. Those services plan to acquire 273 F-35Cs and 420
F-35B/Cs, respectively, in total.
english.defensie.nl
06.10.2021

NLD:
Woensdrecht opens
ultramodern facilities
for F-35 engine
maintenance

Two ultramodern buildings for the maintenance of European F-35 engines were opened on Woensdrecht Air
Base last week. These are state-of-the-art facilities, where F-35 engines are also thoroughly tested. The first
group of personnel has now started work at the new facilities. They were given special training to be able to
independently maintain the engines of the successor to the F-16. Woensdrecht is the first European facility that
has opened for this purpose.

Hubschrauber und Kipprotor-Flugzeuge
defence24.com
19.10.2021

ROU:
PZL Mielec Secures
Black Hawk Helicopter
Contract in Roman

Romanian media announced that Lockheed Martin’s PZL Mielec facility has won a tender concerning the
acquisition of helicopters that would be operated by the services subordinated to the Romanian Ministry of
Internal Affairs. The above means the Polish facility would deliver at least 4 (maximum of 12) helicopters to
Romania.

pna.gov.ph
19.10.2021

PHL:
Air Force eyes
acquisition of heavy-lift
choppers

The Philippine Air Force (PAF) is looking at the possibility of acquiring heavy-lift helicopters as part of efforts to
beef up its helicopter fleet. "There is a project for heavy (lift) helis (helicopters) but this is still being worked out
by the TWGs (technical working groups)," PAF spokesperson Lt. Col. Maynard Mariano said. Mariano, however,
declined to provide further details. "I cannot identify the helicopters that are being looked into, again, it is still
with the TWG for their assessment," Mariano said. Earlier reports said one of the heavy-lift helicopters being
looked into is the twin-engine Boeing CH-47 "Chinook".
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The PAF has an order of 16 S-70i helicopters from Polish company Polskie Zaklady Lotnicze Sp.z.o.o. worth
USD241 million (about PHP11.5 billion). The first six were delivered in November 2020 while the second batch
of five was delivered this June.
defenseindustrydaily.com
11.10.2021

USARMY:
US Army Unveiled
UH-60V

During a ceremony held on October 6 at the Pennsylvania National Guard’s Eastern Army National Guard
Aviation Training Site, the US Army unveiled the newest variant of the UH-60 Black Hawk helicopter, the
UH-60V.

dsca.mil
08.10.2021

AUS:
MH-60R Multi-Mission
helicopters

The State Department has made a determination approving a possible Foreign Military Sale to the Government
of Australia of MH-60R Multi-Mission Helicopters, Related Defense Services, and related equipment for an
estimated cost of $985 million. The Government of Australia has requested to buy twelve (12) MH-60R MultiMission helicopters; thirty (30) T-700-GE-401C engines (24 installed, 6 spares); twelve (12) APS-153(V) MultiMode Radars (installed); twelve (12) AN/AAS-44C(V) Multi-Spectral Targeting Systems (installed); thirty-four (34)
Embedded Global Positioning System/Precise Positioning Service (GPS/PPS)/Inertial Navigation Systems (EGI)
with Selective Availability/Anti-Spoofing Module (SAASM) (24 installed, 10 spares); twenty (20) Link 16
Multifunctional Information Distribution Systems (MIDS) – Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS) (12 installed, 8
spares); twelve (12) GAU-61 Digital Rocket Launchers (aircraft provisions only); twelve (12) Airborne Low
Frequency Sonars (ALFS) (aircraft provisions only); eighteen (18) AN/AAR-47 Missile Warning Systems (12
installed, 6 spares); eighteen (18) AN/ALE-47 Chaff and Flare Dispenser, Electronic Countermeasures (12
installed, 6 spares); twelve (12) AN/ALQ-210 Electronic Support Measures (ESM) Systems (installed); twenty-four
(24) M299 Missile Launchers and twelve (12) GAU-21 Crew Served Guns aircraft provisions.
(Ergänzende Information defbrief.com vom 09.10.2021: Royal Australian Navy currently operates 24 MH-60R delivered by
Lockheed Martin between 2013 and 2016 under an A$3 billion contract. RAN Romeos are equipped with AGM-114 Hellfire
air-to-surface missiles and Mark 54 anti-submarine torpedoes.)

Unbemannte Luftfahrzeuge (UAV) und Robotik
dailysabah.com
20.10.2021

TUR:
Turkish navy receives
first Aksungur UAV

The Turkish military on Wednesday received the first Aksungur, a domestically produced medium-altitude, longendurance (MALE) unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), the top defense body head said. In a Twitter statement, the
head of the Presidency of Defense Industries (SSB), Ismail Demir said the Aksungur had been delivered to the
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Turkish Naval Forces. The UAV is the latest combat drone of the Turkish Aerospace Industries (TAI). It can fly 50
hours, can carry up to 750 kilograms (1,654 pounds) of payload and is capable of long-endurance operations at
an altitude of up to 40,000 feet. Aksungur can perform uninterrupted multi-role intelligence, surveillance,
reconnaissance and attack missions with its high payload capacity and provide operational flexibility beyond the
line of sight with its SATCOM payload.
defenseworld.net
20.10.2021

IAI and KAI Signs
Additional MOU on
Loitering Munitions

Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) and Korea Aerospace Industries (KAI) have signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) on a Loitering Munitions Program. The MoU aims to secure a new concept weapons
system that will maximize the effectiveness of Suppression and Destruction of Enemy Air Defenses (SEAD &
DEAD) missions along with the ability to perform long-endurance reconnaissance missions, and attack targets
immediately when necessary.

defbrief.com
19.10.2021

USN:
US Navy MQ-4C Tritons
complete first
deployment to Japan

Operated by Unmanned Patrol Squadron 19 (VUP-19), the Tritons departed from Naval Air Facility Misawa on
October 12 and returned to Andersen Air Force Base in Guam upon completing the first rotational deployment.
The deployment of VUP-19 and their two MQ-4C Triton to Japan helped to develop the concept of operations,
including expeditionary basing, and fleet learning associated with high-altitude, long-endurance systems
operations in the maritime domain. The two MQ-4C Tritons will continue to operate from their forward deployed
location at Andersen Air Force Base to provide maritime surveillance and persistent intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance capabilities to the US 7th Fleet. The MQ-4C Triton’s persistence and capabilities complement
the Navy’s P-8A Poseidon multi-mission maritime patrol and reconnaissance aircraft.

ph.usembassy.gov
14.10.2021

PHL:
U.S. Military Delivers
Advanced Unmanned
Aerial System to
Philippine Air Force

The U.S. military turned over four ScanEagle Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) worth Php200 million ($4 million)
to the Philippine Air Force (PAF) during a ceremony at the Clark Air Base in Mabalacat City, Pampanga on October
13. These platforms will provide additional capabilities in unmanned Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance
(ISR), and in support of counterterrorism, humanitarian assistance and disaster relief efforts.

dailysabah.com
14.10.2021

TUR/ETH/MAR:
Turkey expands combat
drone sales to Ethiopia,
Morocco

Turkey has expanded the export of its renowned unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV) by negotiating deals
with Morocco and Ethiopia after their successful use in international conflicts, according to four sources familiar
with the agreements. Turkey, Ethiopia and Morocco have not formally announced any armed drone deals but
several sources familiar with the arrangements provided details to Reuters. One Turkish official said Ethiopia and
Morocco had both requested purchases of Bayraktar TB2 drones in agreements that could also include sparepart guarantees and training. A diplomat who requested anonymity said separately that Morocco had received
the first batch of armed drones it ordered in May. Some media in Morocco had also reported the arrival of the
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drones from Turkey. A Facebook page that identifies itself as an unofficial Moroccan military forum reported last
month that the first TB2 drones from an order of 13 had arrived and that the armed forces had sent officers to
Turkey for pilot training. Ethiopia plans to acquire the drones but the status of that order is less clear, the envoy
said. Ukraine and Turkey's NATO partner Poland have also ordered armed drones, which military experts say are
cheaper than market rivals made in Israel, China and the United States.
en.yna.co.kr
14.10.2021

KOR:
Defects found in all 4
Global Hawk drones
brought from U.S.:
lawmaker

South Korea has found defects in all of the four Global Hawk unmanned surveillance aircraft it has procured from
the United States, a ruling party lawmaker said Thursday, calling for measures to ensure their stable operation.
Citing data from the Air Force during a parliamentary audit, Rep. Ahn Gyu-back of the Democratic Party said that
defects have been found in the drones an average of 10 times each. From December 2019 through September
last year, South Korea brought in four Global Hawks under a project worth 965.9 billion won (US$812 million).

ga-asi.com
12.10.2021

RAF/NLD:
GA-ASI Completes
European Maritime
Demos

General Atomics Aeronautical Systems Inc. completed a series of flight demonstrations that featured a companyowned MQ-9B SeaGuardian® Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) in partnership with the Royal Air Force (RAF). The
demonstration series began Aug. 25 and ended with the completion of the UK’s Exercise Joint Warrior on Sept.
30.
The flights showcased the many operational capabilities of the MQ-9B, including the platform’s advanced
maritime Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR), Detect and Avoid System (DAAS), industry-leading
endurance and interoperability with NATO partners. During Joint Warrior, a demonstration of MannedUnmanned Teaming (MUM-T) took place using the SeaGuardian and an RAF P-8, showing SeaGuardian’s ability
to compliment and support Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) tasking, which included tracking, monitoring and
reporting of sonobuoys.
The demonstrations were initially based out of RAF Waddington before moving to RAF Lossiemouth to support
Joint Warrior. While based at RAF Waddington, one flight saw SeaGuardian fly to Leeuwarden Air Base, taking
the RPA into Netherlands airspace and proving a seamless transition between national air traffic regions, while
testing airspace operational procedures. This multi-day demonstration, which took place Sept. 1-2, displayed
SeaGuardian's maritime surveillance capabilities in support of international allies. The Royal Netherlands Air
Force has ordered four MQ-9A RPA and the first is expected to be delivered to Leeuwarden later this year.
SeaGuardian returned to RAF Waddington at the conclusion of the event.
The flights culminated with the RPA’s participation in the UK-led Joint Warrior exercise, which showcased how
the MQ-9B’s maritime capabilities can be integrated with other air, maritime and land assets. An international
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audience observed the RPA’s maritime capability which includes a multi-mode surface-search radar with Inverse
Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) imaging mode, an Automatic Identification System (AIS) receiver, Electronic
Support Measures (ESM) along with the standard High-Definition, Full-Motion Video sensor equipped with
optical and infrared cameras.
tass.com
11.10.2021

RUS:
Orion drones can use
any weapons

Orion unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) developed by Kronshtadt can be outfitted with any weapons as the
customer desires, CEO of the drone developer Sergei Bogatikov told TASS in an interview. Our UAV has the open
architecture enabling to accommodate consumer’s wishes," Bogatikov added. Orion is the medium-altitude
drone with the long flight duration. Its maximal takeoff weight is one tonnes and maximal payload stands at 200
kg.

ga-asi.com
07.10.2021

US ARMY:
GA-ASI Implementing
MOSA for Gray Eagle ER
Inc. 2

General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. is working with the U.S. Army to develop a Modular Open Systems
Approach (MOSA) for the Multi-Domain Operations (MDO)-capable Gray Eagle Extended Range (GE-ER)
Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS). Incorporating MOSA on GE-ER Increment 2 spans the entire system, including
the aircraft and the Command and Control (C2) software suite. The implementation of MOSA will provide
multiple new standards for C2, Future Airborne Capability Environment (FACE), Open Mission Systems (OMS),
Universal Armament Interface (UAI), as well as further segregating the Flight/Mission systems’ hardware and
software.
MOSA for GE-ER Inc. 2 has an exceptional return on investment for the Army. On the aircraft, MOSA will enable
rapid integration of advanced payloads, communication equipment, along with Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning (AI/ML) capabilities. This will reduce the sensor to shooter timelines, while simultaneously
reducing the datalink bandwidth requirements in a contested environment, thus increasing range and resiliency.

ekathimerini.com
07.10.2021

GRC:
Additional Hero UAV

Greece will also lease two more Heron-1 unmanned aerial vehicles from Israel, which, added to the two already
in its possession, will help patrol the country’s Aegean waters.

edwards.af.mil
05.10.2021

USAF:
Sweet success: Vanilla
Unmanned completes
8-day record flight

The Vanilla Unmanned aircraft continues to make history on Edwards Air Force Base, California, following the
success of an eight-day long continuous flight, Oct. 2. The official flight time was 8 days, 50 minutes, and 47
seconds, and covered 12,200 miles in continuous flight, breaking the world record for unrefueled, internal
combustion endurance of an unmanned aircraft. Vanilla executed multiple test sorties earlier this year including
a prior record flight of five days of continuous flight while providing high-definition Electro-Optical/Infrared-Red
video and command and control over satellite communication at beyond line-of-sight range. “Our goal is to get
a low-cost, ultra-long endurance ISR asset to the warfighter that can carry real mission payloads. The system that
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flew these last three days costs less than (DoD) pays for some ordnance,” said Kurt Parsons, Platform Aerospace
CEO.

Bewaffnung und weitere Nutzlasten
kongsberg.com
21.10.2021

NOR:
Kongsberg awarded
MNOK 3’950 Contract
to supply Joint Strike
Missile to Norway’s
fleet of F-35

The Joint Strike Missile, as part of the Norwegian F-35 fighter jet, enables the Norwegian Air Force to operate
within the challenging and complex environment ensuring the defence of vital national interests. The
development of the missile has been ongoing since 2008, and with this contract, completes development and
test and enters a full rate production phase. The JSM is a fifth-generation stealth air-to-surface missile developed
to fulfill the F-35’s anti-surface warfare and land attack capability needs. The missile can be carried internally
ensuring the aircraft’s low-signature capabilities, and it has superior performance against well-defended seaand land targets across long distances.

flightglobal.com
19.10.2021

ISR:
Rafael aims to push
Spike NLOS missile
range to 27nm

Rafael is working to increase the range of its helicopter-launched Spike Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) missile to 27nm
(50km), an increase of about 10nm over the air-to-ground weapon’s current capability. To stretch the reach of
the missile, Rafael is developing a trajectory for firing the winged, rocket-powered weapon from 5,000ft in
altitude. The extra height will give the missile a glide slope that boosts range.
In March, the US Army validated Spike NLOS as an interim long-range precision weapon for its Boeing AH-64
Apache attack helicopter by hitting a target with the missile at 17.3nm. The service envisions the Apache firing
the missile while flying low to the ground, a tactic that is designed to keep the attack helicopter within the radar
shadow of mountains and valleys, and out of the sight of short-range air defences, such as the Russian-made
Pantsir-S1 missile and gun battery.
Firing Spike NLOS at 5,000ft would force a change in tactics for operators from launching the missile from covered
positions to doing so from stand-off ranges. According to Boeing, the AH-64 has a maximum climb rate of about
2,800ft per minute – meaning launching Spike NLOS at 5,000ft might expose the helicopter to nearby anti-aircraft
weapons for several minutes during ascent, firing and descent.

taiwannews.com.tw
16.10.2021

TWN:
Taiwan seeks early

Taiwan is reportedly seeking early delivery of 66 F-16V fighter jets, while also hoping to procure more than 100
AGM-158 long-range missiles capable of hitting China, the Liberty Times reported Saturday (Oct. 16). Taiwan has
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asiatimes.com
14.10.2021

F-16V delivery,
interested in long-range
missile

begun discussions with the U.S. on procuring AGM-158 Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missiles (JASSM). The cruise
missiles can hit targets 370 kilometers away, including military installations on China’s coast. The report also said
that Taiwan had prepared a budget of NT$30 billion (US$1.07 billion) to acquire more than 100 missiles.

CHN:
PL-15E: China’s jet
fighters just got more
deadly

China displayed the export version of its new Leihua Electronic Research Institute (LETRI) PiLi, more commonly
known as the PL-15, an uber-sophisticated long-range beyond visual range (BVR) air-to-air missile (AAM) at
Airshow China in Zhuhai. The export variant, the PL-15E, which is currently in use by the People’s Liberation
Army–Air Force (PLAAF), is an an upgrade of the PL-12.Based on the Russian R-77, the PL-12 was developed
specifically to counter the US AIM-120 AMRAAM. The miniaturized AMR-1 active seeker, a copy of the Russian
9B-1348 seeker on the R-77, was developed with help from AGAT Research Institute in Moscow. The PL-15E has
been redesigned with cropped main and tail control fins, with a smaller wingspan. This was done to fit into the
internal weapons bay of the next generation J-20 “Mighty Dragon” and FC-31 fighters. According to its
manufacturer, the Aviation Industry Corporation of China, the PL-15E “has the ability to attack manned aircraft,
unmanned aircraft, cruise missiles and other targets located more than 145 km [90 miles] away.” The medium
to long-range missile can travel at four times the speed of sound. It is powered by a dual pulse rocket motor and
is equipped with a two-way datalink for dynamic retargeting in the air. The missile’s active seeker uses an AESA
aperture developed by No. 607 institute which has a narrow acquisition beam. The AESA gives the PL -15 robust
Electronic Counter Counter Measures (EECM), a fact not ignored by US defense analysts. Currently, the J-10C, J16, and a few J-20s are armed with the PL-15. The estimated range of the PL-15 is reportedly 200 kilometers with
a large NEZ (no escape zone). The export variant has lower specs, however sources say it has a greater range
than its US counterpart. The PL-15E is guarded with a combination of inertial, satellite navigation, datalink, and
radar. It can cover long-range and short-range air combat as well as surface attack. It outranges the USAF’s latest
version of the AMRAAM, the AIM-120D; precisely the reason why Lockheed Martin has been urgently tasked to
develop the AIM-260 and restore the balance back in favour of the USAF.
(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://asiatimes.com/2021/10/pl-15e-chinas-jet-fighters-now-have-the-tools-to-kill/)

defenceweb.co.za
14.10.2021

EGY:
Egyptian Air Force
F-16s, Mirage 2000s
fitted with Al Tariq
PGMs

The Egyptian Air Force (EAF) has acquired Denel-designed Al Tariq precision guided munitions (PGMs) and is now
deploying them on its Mirage 2000 and F-16 Fighting Falcon combat jets. The United Arab Emirates’ Tawazun
Dynamics is believed to have been responsible for supplying and integrating the Al Tariq onto the Egyptian
aircraft.
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The Al Tariq started life as the Denel Dynamics Umbani (Lightning) guided bomb system, which is a kit that can
be integrated with any Mk 81, Mk 82, Mk 83 and Mk 84 bomb to turn it into a precision weapon. It has a terminal
accuracy of 3 metres circular error probable (half of the weapons land within that distance of the aim point)
using laser target-designation or an imaging infra-red seeker, a range of 40 km (depending on release height) or
120 km using the optional fold-out wing kit and up to 200 km with the optional rocket motor. The Al Tariq weapon
is available in two main variants: the Al Tariq S (40 km range) and the Al Tariq LR (120 km range) – which have
different seekers, payload sizes and wing kit options as well as multiple configurations. There are three main
guidance configurations: accuracy with GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) is approximately 10 metres
CEP (circular error probable); with GNSS semi-active laser it is three metres CEP, and with GNSS imaging infrared
with automatic target recognition, it goes down to two metres CEP. Targeting can be either locked on before, or
after, launch.
eglin.af.mil
12.10.2021

USAF:
Eglin test squadron
releases GBU-72 for first
time

While cruising over the Eglin Air Force Base range, a 96th Test Wing F-15E Strike Eagle released a GBU-72
Advanced 5K Penetrator at 35,000 feet here Oct. 7. The 5,000-pound bomb’s release marked the end of a test
series planned by the 780th Test Squadron and performed by the 40th Flight Test Squadron. That series included
the first-ever weapons load, flight and release of the weapon July 23. The squadron’s test goals were to show
the weapon could safely release from the aircraft and validate a modified 2,000-pound joint-direct-attackmunition tail kit’s ability to control and navigate a 5,000-pound weapon. The GBU-72 program now moves on to
additional JDAM integration test flights and developmental and operational testing in 2022.
The GBU-72 was developed to overcome hardened deeply buried target challenges and designed for both fighter
and bomber aircraft. The weapon design and its projected effectiveness were developed using advanced
modeling and simulation techniques and processes before the first warhead was forged. This is a repeatable
process for all future direct attack weapons. Lethality is expected to be substantially higher compared to similar
legacy weapons like the GBU-28, according to James Culliton, GBU-72 Program Manager.

GBU-28

(Ergänzende Information airforcetimes.com vom 12.10.2021: The GBU-72 is designed to fly on fighter and bomber aircraft,
though the Air Force hasn’t said which airframes could take on the new weapon other than the F-15E. The Air Force has
been researching the 5,000-pound weapon since at least 2017, and plans to begin buying them within the next year at a
total cost of $36 million for 125 units, according to fiscal 2022 budget documents. Air Force solicitations have indicated the
service could eventually purchase as many as 2,000 of the bombs. The bomb is expected to cause significantly more
damage against hardened, deeply buried targets compared to the 4,000-pound penetration bomb GBU-28, which the GBU72 will replace.)
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(Ergänzende Information thedrive.com vom 13.10.2021: "The GBU-72 was developed to overcome hardened deeply buried
target challenges and designed for both fighter and bomber aircraft," according to an official Air Force press release.
"Lethality is expected to be substantially higher compared to similar legacy weapons like the GBU-28." The GBU-28/B is a
5,000-pound-class precision-guided bunker-buster that uses a Paveway-series laser guidance system and that first entered
Air Force service in 1991. These weapons were originally developed due to concerns about the ability of the BLU-109/B to
reach certain deeply-buried targets in Iraq in the lead up to the first Gulf War. To help rush these weapons into service, the
BLU-113/B warheads used in the first batch of GBU-28/Bs had cases that had been fashioned from the barrels of retired
U.S. Army 203mm howitzers. The Air Force subsequently employed GBU-28/Bs during the NATO-led bombing campaign
over Serbia in 1999, and during the early stages of the interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq in 2002 and 2003,
respectively. The U.S. government has since exported examples of these weapons to Israel and South Korea. The exact
capabilities of the Air Force's current GBU-28/Bs, which now use improved BLU-122/B warheads, are classified, but the
original design reportedly had the ability to penetrate through more than 150 feet of earth and at least 15 feet of
reinforced concrete. As already noted, the service expects the GBU-72/B to have much better performance.)

baesystems.com
11.10.2021

BAE Systems
successfully tests
APKWS® laser-guided
rockets against
unmanned aerial
systems

BAE Systems, Inc. has successfully tested APKWS® laser-guided rockets in precision strike tests against Class 2
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) at Yuma Proving Grounds. The 2.75” test rockets combined standard M151
warheads and Mk66 motors with APKWS precision guidance kits and a newly developed proximity fuze –
enabling them to engage and destroy airborne drones at a fraction of the cost of traditional counter-UAS (C-UAS)
strike capabilities. Unlike expensive C-UAS missiles, APKWS rockets do not need to lock on the target before
launch, instead relying on semi-active laser guidance optics that activate on launch, saving warfighters precious
seconds when it counts.
(Factsheet APKWS abrufbar unter:
https://www.baesystems.com/en/product/apkws-laser-guided-rocket)

lockheedmartin.com
06.10.2021

USAF:
Lockheed Martin
delivers high-energy
laser for testing on
AC-130J gunship

Lockheed Martin successfully completed factory acceptance testing for the Airborne High Energy Laser (AHEL),
in preparation for U.S. military ground and flight testing of the system. Lockheed Martin delivered the AHEL
subsystem for integration with other systems in preparation for ground testing and ultimately flight testing
aboard the AC-130J aircraft. In January 2019, Lockheed Martin was awarded the contract for integration, test
and demonstration on the AC-130J aircraft and is on a rapid schedule to continue testing this capability.
(Ergänzende Information thedrive.com vom 08.10.2021: The service hopes to demonstrate the feasibility of adding this
directed-energy weapon to the AC-130J's already very diverse arsenal, which could give these aircraft a unique capability
to engage ground targets silently and stealthily. Even without the AHEL, the AC-130J has an expansive arsenal. This
includes a 105-mm howitzer, as well as a smaller 30-mm GAU-23/A Bushmaster cannon. The aircraft can also carry a
range of precision-guided munitions, including the AGM-114 Hellfire missile and the GBU-39/B Small Diameter Bomb
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(SDB), under their wings. The planes can employ smaller precision weapons, such as the GBU-44/B Viper Strike and GBU69/B Small Glide Munition glide bombs, as well as the AGM-176 Griffin missile, via Common Launch Tubes (CLTs), too.)

Air Power
stripes.com
20.10.2021

USAF:
B-1 bombers deploy to
Diego Garcia in Indian
Ocean for first time in
15 years

B-1B bombers and about 200 airmen deployed recently to the island of Diego Garcia in the center of the Indian
Ocean, the first time Lancers have operated there in over 15 years, the Air Force said Tuesday. The bombers
arrived late last week to support Pacific Air Forces’ continuing Bomber Task Force mission, the service said in a
news release Tuesday. Lancers of the 28th Bomb Wing flew from Ellsworth Air Force Base, S.D., to Naval Support
Facility Diego Garcia, the Air Force said. Citing operational security, Pacific Air Forces declined to specify the
number of bombers sent to Diego Garcia, which is a territory of Great Britain, or how long the deployment would
last. Airfields in Diego Garcia and Andersen Air Force Base on Guam are key hubs in the Air Force’s effort to
maintain a bomber presence in the Indo-Pacific region.

taiwannews.com.tw
20.10.2021 08:09

TWN/CHN:
Two Chinese military
aircraft enter Taiwan’s
ADIZ

wo Chinese military planes entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Wednesday (Oct. 20),
marking the 11th intrusion this month. A People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Shaanxi Y-8 electronic warfare plane
and a Shaanxi Y-8 anti-submarine warfare aircraft flew into the southwest corner of Taiwan’s ADIZ, according to
the Ministry of National Defense (MND). In response, Taiwan sent aircraft, issued radio warnings, and deployed
air defense missile systems to track the PLA planes.

jpost.com
21.10.2021 00:37 AM

USA:
Drone attack targeting
US forces reported in
Syria

An attack aimed at Tanf, a lonely outpost in Syria near the Jordanian and Iraqi border, was reported on
Wednesday night. There were no casualties, according to a statement by US officials. According to BBC
correspondent Nafiseh Kohnavard, there was a “drone attack on US troops in Al Tanf, Syria.” She noted that local
forces said the drone came from the Iraq-Syria border area. Other reports online said the attack may have been
done with rockets, not drones, though US officials confirmed it was a drone attack.

reuters.com
20.10.2021

ETH:
Ethiopia conducts two
air strikes on Tigray
within hours, war
escalates

The Ethiopian government carried out a second air strike within hours on the Tigray region on Wednesday,
significantly escalating a campaign to weaken rebellious Tigrayan forces in an almost one-year-old war. The
second strike was in Agbe in the Temben region some 80 km (50 miles) west of the regional capital Mekelle,
targeting a military training centre and heavy artillery depot, government spokesperson Legesse Tulu said. That
came after a morning air strike in Mekelle, the third this week. Tigrai Television said the attack targeted the
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centre of the city whilethe Addis Ababa government said it targeted buildings where Tigrayan forces were
repairing armaments.
tass.com
20.10.2021

RUS/USAF:
Two Russian Su-30
fighter jets escort four
US aircraft over Black
Sea — Defense Ministry

On October 19, 2021, Russian airspace control pinpointed air targets approaching Russia’s state border over the
neutral waters of the Black Sea. Two Su-30 fighter jets from the naval aviation and air defense forces took off to
identify the air targets and prevent a violation of Russia’s state border, the ministry reported. The ministry
specified that the Su-30 crews identified the air targets as two supersonic strategic B-1B bombers belonging to
the US Air Force accompanied by two KC-135 tanker planes and escorted them over the waters of the Black Sea.

taiwannews.com.tw
19.10.2021 07:36

TWN/CHN:
Two Chinese military
aircraft enter Taiwan’s
ADIZ

Two Chinese military turboprop planes entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Monday (Oct.
18), marking the ninth intrusion this month. A People’s Liberation Army (PLA) KJ-500 airborne early warning and
control plane and a Shaanxi Y-8 electronic warfare aircraft entered the southwest corner of Taiwan’s ADIZ,
according to the Ministry of National Defense (MND). Taiwan sent aircraft in response, in addition to
broadcasting radio warnings and deploying missile systems to monitor the PLA planes.

tass.com
17.10.2021

RUS/USAF:
Russian Mikoyan
MiG-31 scrambled to
escort US B-1B Lancer
bomber over Sea of
Japa

he Russian Mikoyan MiG-31 was scrambled to escort the US B-1B Lancer bomber over the Sea of Japan, Russia’s
National Defense Management Center reported on Sunday. According to the Center, Russian airspace control
system detected an aerial target over the neutral waters of the Sea of Japan approaching the state border. The
Russian Mikoyan MiG-31 from the Eastern Military District’s air defense quick reaction alert forces was
scrambled to identify it. "The crew of the Russian fighter jet identified the target as the US B-1B Lancer bomber
and escorted it over the Sea of Japan. <...> No violations of the Russian state border were allowed, the National
Defense Management Center said.

taiwannews.com.tw
17.10.2021 10:03

TWN/CHN:
Chinese military spotter
plane enters Taiwan’s
ADIZ

A Chinese military plane entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Saturday (Oct. 16), marking
the seventh intrusion this month. One People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shaanxi Y-8 anti-submarine
warfare plane flew into the southwest corner of Taiwan’s ADIZ, according to the Ministry of National Defense
(MND). In response, Taiwan sent aircraft, issued radio warnings, and deployed air defense missile systems to
track the PLAAF plane.

janes.com
15.10.2021

JPN:
Number of JASDF
scrambles increases
5.1% in first half of
FY 2021/22

The Japan Air Self-Defense Force (JASDF) scrambled its fighter aircraft a total of 390 times in the first half of fiscal
year 2021/22 (FY 2021/22) in response to foreign military aircraft approaching the country's airspace: an increase
of 5.1% compared with the same period last year. The Ministry of Defense (MoD) in Tokyo said in a 15 October
statement that there were 19 more scrambles during the past six months than during the first half of FY 2020/21.
The highest number of scrambles in the first half of any fiscal year was 594 in FY 2016/17.
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english.alarabiya.net
14.10.2021
08:48 PM GST

SAU/HOUTHI:
Arab Coalition
intercepts Houthi drone
headed for Saudi
Arabia’s Jazan

The Arab Coalition has intercepted and destroyed a booby-trapped drone launched by Iran-backed Houthis
towards Saudi Arabia’s Jazan, the Saudi Press Agency (SPA) reported on Thursday. Since January, Yemen’s
Houthis have increased their attacks on the Kingdom, launching several cross-border aerial attacks on Saudi
Arabia.

reuters.com
14.10.2021
12:49 AM CEST

SYR/ISR:
One Syrian soldier
killed, three wounded in
Israeli air attack

One Syrian soldier was killed and three others wounded in an Israeli air attack on Syria's Palmyra area in the
province of Homs on Wednesday evening, the Syrian defense ministry said. The attack took place at 23:34 local
time (2034 GMT) and targeted a communications tower and caused some material losses. The incident came
days after Syrian state media reported that Syrian air defenses intercepted an Israeli missile attack above the
Homs countryside, wounding six Syrian soldiers and causing some material damage. Israel has for several years
been mounting attacks on what it has described as Iranian-linked targets in Syria, where Tehran-backed forces
including Lebanon's Hezbollah have put down a presence since deploying to help President Bashar al-Assad in
the Syrian conflict that erupted in 2011.
(Ergänzende Information jpost.com vom 14.10.2021 01:37 AM: Syrian air defenses are on high alert after intercepting
several projectiles over the city of Tadmor in the Homs Governate on Thursday, the Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA)
reported.)
(Ergänzende Information timesofisrael.com vom 14.10.2021 00:11 AM: The Israeli warplanes launched their missiles from
the direction of al-Tanf, a US outpost on the border between Syria, Jordan, and Iraq, according to SANA. Damage was
caused to a “communications tower and some areas around it” near the city of Palmyra, the report said. It would mark the
second alleged Israeli strike in Syria in recent days, after six Syrian soldiers were wounded in an airstrike targeting th T-4
airbase outside of Palmyra on Friday night.)
(Ergänzende Information timesofisrael.com vom 15.10.2021 05:04 AM: Russian Rear Admiral Vadim Kulit told the Sputnik
news site that the strike was carried out by four Israeli F-16 jets. “The Syrian military leadership decided not to use air
defense systems since at the time of the Israeli aviation attack, two civilian passenger aircraft were in the zone of
destruction of the anti-aircraft systems,” Kulit said. Russia has repeatedly accused Israel of using civilian aircraft as a
“shield” against Syrian air defenses, amid lingering anger over a case in 2018, when the Syrian military shot down a
Russian spy plane while responding to an Israeli strike over Syrian airspace. A Britain-based war monitor said the alleged
Israeli airstrike in central Syria killed nine pro-government fighters, four of them Syrians and five of undetermined
nationality.)
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(Ergänzende Information ynetnews.com vom 14.10.2021 08:56: The airstrikes hit several Iranian-backed militias’ centers,
including a training center and a communications tower located several kilometers east of T4 airbase and west of Palmyra
city.)
(Ergänzende Information @AuroraIntel: The larger reported IDF airstrikes in the past have shown a pattern of SEAD and
follow up strike(s). It appears we have seen this pattern again, the targeting of at least one radar (potentially more) aligns
with reports following Palmyra that no longer range AD was fired. The two strikes appear to be linked, one to disable/limit
the Air Defense capabilities. IDF rarely strike on a Friday, usually means it’s something important from their point of view.
More than 4 impacts on the 8th.)

voanews.com
13.10.2021

USA/CHN:
When Will China
Surpass the US in
Military Air Superiority?

For decades, the United States military has benefited from having air superiority over its enemies in all its
conflicts around the world. The Pentagon's multibillion-dollar investment in advanced warplanes, weapons
systems, satellites and aircraft carriers has made air power a central part of America's global projection of
military might. However, China's People's Liberation Army (PLA) is rapidly modernizing, and military leaders and
analysts say that Washington may no longer be able to always rely on its air superiority.
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter:
https://www.voanews.com/a/when-will-china-surpass-the-us-in-military-air-superiority-/6270069.html)

iaf.org.il
11.10.2021

ISR:
Air Superiority in the
North

The IAF held an air superiority seminar last week, a large and complex exercise that takes place twice a year and
includes the fighter and RPA (Remotely Piloted Aircraft) divisions of the force. The 116th ("Lions of the South")
Squadron, which operates the "Adir" (F-35I), led the Fighter Division this time, while the 210th ("White Eagle")
Squadron, which operates the "Eitan" (Heron TP), led the RPA Division. All of the IAF's RPA squadrons took part
in the exercise, as did the 109th ("The Valley") Squadron, which operates the "Barak" (F-16C/D), the 201st ("The
One") Squadron, which operates the "Sufa" (F-16I), and two of the force's "Adir" (F-35I) squadrons: the 116th
and the 140th ("Golden Eagle"). In addition, the 100th ("Flying Camel") Squadron participated, a light transport
squadron that operates the "Tzofit" (King Air B-200) and "Hofit" aircraft (Bonanza A-36). These aircraft are
outfitted with cutting-edge cameras with exceptional range that can locate, classify, and then guide towards
enemy targets. "We enable cooperation in ways that take advantage of each aircraft's strengths in any mission,"
explains Capt. D. "One of our objectives in this exercise is to develop a common language and gain a better
understanding of each operating platform.
For four days, aircrews and operators from various squadrons worked around the clock to overcome the
numerous challenges that were thrown their way. "The exercise included squadrons tasked with achieving air
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superiority. On the fourth and final day, the HQ provided an operational model that summarized the entire
exercise" - Capt. A, a fighter division training officer in the Training Department.
The exercise included many squadrons, and a lot of effort and resources were expended to make it happen. But
what exactly is air superiority, and why is it so critical to train for it on such a large scale? "Our ability to control
a specific airspace determines our level of aerial superiority. Superiority can be narrowed down to two main
aspects in this seminar, which focuses on combat in the northern arena: striking capabilities and dealing with
enemy defense. Assuring the IAF's ability to carry out its missions and operate without the threat of enemy SAM
(Surface-to-Air Missile) batteries and anti-aircraft missiles", Lt. G, an operator from the 210th (White Eagle)
Squadron, explains.
"In order to win the next war, we must ensure, among other things, that our aircraft can fly in a threat-free sky,"
explained Capt. A. "We hold this exercise to learn about the threats and improve our ability to eliminate them.
Superiority is important throughout the duration of combat, but it is especially important at the start of any
operation - it sets the tone for what is to come".
taiwannews.com.tw
11.10.2021 11:49

TWN/CHN:
3 Chinese military
planes enter Taiwan’s
ADIZ

Three Chinese military planes entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Sunday (Oct. 10),
marking the sixth intrusion this month. Two People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shenyang J-16 fighter
jets and one Shaanxi Y-8 anti-submarine warfare plane flew into the southwestern corner of Taiwan’s ADIZ,
according to the Ministry of National Defense (MND). In response, Taiwan sent aircraft, broadcast radio
warnings, and deployed air defense missile systems to track the PLAAF planes.

scmp.com
11.10.2021

CHN/TWN:
PLA’s Taiwan show of
strength highlights
ability to target key
bases

Taiwan’s authorities have been warned some military bases are at greater risk of attack after the People’s
Liberation Army sent a record number of warplanes to test the island’s air defences earlier this month. Analysing
the recent spike in PLA sorties, local military experts said this indicated the air force’s combat ability had
developed to the point that it could easily send warplanes to the southern and southeastern parts of the island
if it wished. In the first four days of the month almost 150 warplanes entered Taiwan’s air defence identification
zone, prompting the Taiwanese military to scramble jets and deploy missiles to warn them off.
Beijing has sent warplanes to Taiwan’s ADIZ almost daily in the past year to ramp up pressure on the island,
which it views as a breakaway province and has vowed to retake – by force if necessary.
The planes that took part in the flyovers included 100 advanced J-16 jet fighters, 20 Su-30 fighters, 18 H-6
bombers, seven Y-8 anti-submarine warfare planes, and four KJ-500 airborne early warning and control aircraft.
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In addition to daytime sorties, the PLA also staged three at night, according to Taiwan’s defence ministry. “There
was a huge number of J-16 jets, and if there were more than 32 J-16s in each incursion, it means they came from
different PLA military units as each PLA air brigade has only 24 to 32 J-16s,” said Chieh Chung, a researcher at
the Association of Strategic Foresight, a Taipei-based think tank. “This also means that the PLA is able to
effectively dispatch J-16s from different military units to team up with bombers, submarine-hunting and early
warning planes to form a fighting group for combat operations,” Chieh said. On mission on the night of October
1 saw 10 J-16 fighter jets and two H-6 bombers setting out over the Bashi Channel through the southwest of
Taiwan’s ADIZ before turning into the southeastern part of the zone – a move Chieh said posed an even bigger
threat to Taiwan because it brought them closer to key military bases in the east. Chieh said the night missions
showed the PLA was now able to use the new generation of the BeiDou satellite navigation system to guide its
air squadrons operating near the Bashi Channel, a key route into the South China Sea for the US and other foreign
navies. The system will also allow the PLA early-warning planes to greatly increase their air command and control
ability in that area. He warned the island’s authorities to take note of the recent incursions, which signalled that
the PLA was not only able to mobilise planes from different units but also that it had improved its ability to
organise them into different fighting groups.
(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3151784/how-chinese-militarys-show-strength-towards-taiwanhighlights?module=perpetual_scroll&pgtype=article&campaign=3151784)

english.alarabiya.net
08.10.2021
11:53 PM CEST

SAU/HOUTHI:
Explosive-laden drone
attack injures 10 at
Saudi Arabia’s airport in
Jazan: Coalition

Ten people were injured on Friday when an explosive-laden drone struck King Abdullah airport in the Saudi
southern city of Jazan, the Arab Coalition said. Six Saudis, three Bangladeshi Nationals and one Sudanese were
injured, state news agency SPA reported citing the Arab Coalition spokesman. There was also material damage
to the airport and shattered windows due to the attack. The Arab Coalition said later that it intercepted and
destroyed a second drone which was targeting the airport.

jpost.com
08.10.2021
23:32

ISR/SYR:
Israeli airstrikes target
T4 airbase near Homs,
Syria - report

Earlier on Friday, unidentified aircraft targeted military sites belonging to Iranian militias in Al Bukamal and Deir
ez-Zor. Syrian air defenses responded to alleged Israeli airstrikes targeting Syria's T4 airbase near Homs, western
Syria on Friday night, Lebanese news site Al-Mayadeen reported. Hezbollah and Iran hold a notable military
presence at the airbase, according to Army Radio. According to the Lebanese reports, most Israeli missiles were
shot down by the Syrian air defenses. The Syrian army confirmed the attack, adding that six Syrian soldiers were
injured by the airstrikes and damage has been caused to military equipment.
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Earlier on Friday, unidentified aircraft targeted military sites belonging to Iranian militias in Al Bukamal and Deir
ez-Zor, Syria, the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR) reported.
(Ergänzende Information timesofisrael.com vom 08.102021 10:26: Six Syrian soldiers were wounded in an Israeli airstrike
targeting the Tiyas, or T-4, airbase, outside of the Syrian city of Palmyra on Friday night, according to Syrian media. The
state-run SANA broadcaster said at around 9:30 p.m, Israeli warplanes launched their missiles from the direction of alTanf, a US outpost on the border between Syria, Jordan, and Iraq, and hit the airbase.)
(Ergänzende Information presstv.com vom 10.10.2021; The Russian military says Syrian air defense units have successfully
intercepted and shot down most of the missiles launched by Israeli military aircraft at an airbase in the Arab country's
central province of Homs. "Six F-16 tactical fighter jets of the Israeli air force trespassed into Syria's airspace at 21:33 p.m.
local time (1833 GMT) on October 8, and fired 12 guided missiles at T-4 airbase â€“ also known as the Tiyas military
airbase â€“ in Homs province," Rear Admiral Vadim Kulit, deputy head of Russia's Reconciliation Center for Syria, told
reporters on Saturday. He said Russian-made Pantsir surface-to-air missile systems, which are in service with the Syrian
Armed Forces, could destroy 8 out of the 12 missiles at the time.)
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Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance
aviationweek.com
22.10.2021

SWE :
Saab Global Eye

Sweden’s military has requested government approval to purchase Saab Global Eye airborne early warning
platforms based on the Bombardier Global 6500.

janes.com
21.10.2021

US ARMY:
US Army insists on
human-piloted
rotorcraft for armed
reconnaissance mission
instead of UAV

The US Army insists it needs a human-piloted Future Attack Reconnaissance Aircraft (FARA) helicopter to
perform the armed reconnaissance mission despite experts telling Janes the service could perform the mission
with unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Brigadier General Robert Barrie, programme executive officer for
aviation, told Janes on 12 October that the existing technology requires the US Army to have a human-in-theloop operating in the FARA for the decisions that would be required, and anticipated, for forward
reconnaissance. A portion of this mission, he said, will be executed by UAVs, specifically with a combination of
Air Launched Effects (ALE) and manned-unmanned teaming.

defenseone.com
20.10.2021

Sikorsky Exploring Ways
to Link Next-Gen
Helicopters to F-35

Lockheed Martin is exploring ways to connect Sikorsky’s next-generation helicopters with combat jets, including
the F-35 fighter enabling them to pass information of all kinds to each other”. The move is part of the company’s
increased emphasis on networking all of the weapons it builds, which is running in parallel to a number of
Pentagon initiatives to link all of its weapons on the battlefield. Sikorsky is developing two next-generation
helicopters, the Raider X and the Defiant X, which it is building with Boeing. The company is pitching the aircraft
in the separate “Future Vertical Lift” competitions to replace the OH-58 Kiowa Warrior and the UH-60 Black
Hawk. Bell is competing against Sikorsky in each contest.

flightglobal.com
19.10.2021

USAF :
US Air Force evaluates
possible purchase of
Boeing E-7A Wedgetails

The US Air Force has kicked off a study looking at buying Boeing E-7A Wedgetail airborne early warning and
control (AEW&C) aircraft to replace its ageing fleet of Boeing E-3 Sentry aircraft. In September, General Charles
Brown, chief of staff of the USAF, said the service was considering the Wedgetail and was discussing it with the
Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF). Canberra was the type’s launch customer and operates six of the jets, which
are based on Boeing’s 737-700 increased-gross-weight airliner. The USAF operates a fleet of 31 E-3s, with an
average age of 43 years, according to Cirium fleets data. The age of those aircraft is prompting the service’s
search for replacements. The South Korean and Turkish air forces also each operate four E-7As, and the UK Royal
Air Force has ordered three examples. In addition to the USAF, France operates four E-3s, NATO 14 and Saudi
Arabia 13. If Washington buys the Wedgetail, those operators may follow suit, significantly extending production
of the jet for years.

northropgrumman.com
19.10.2021

KOR :
Northrop Grumman
Signs Cooperative
Agreements with
Korean Aerospace and
Defense Industry
Leaders for JSTARS-K

Northrop Grumman Corporation signed cooperative agreements with LIG Nex1 and Huneed as the company
develops its Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System – Korea (JSTARS-K) solution combined with the G550
platform for the Republic of Korea’s Joint Moving Target Surveillance and Control Aircraft (JMTSCA) requirement.
The cooperative agreements are memoranda of understanding to deliver airborne battle management
command and control (BMC2). Northrop Grumman is bringing its expertise in advanced technology, software,
prime systems integration, advanced sensors and mission domain to deliver a low risk airborne BMC2 capability.

northropgrumman.com
13.10.2021

Northrop Grumman
Connects Warfighters to
the Future

During a sophisticated flight test of the U.S. Army’s Integrated Air and Missile Defense Battle Command System
(IBCS), developed by Northrop Grumman, data from Army, Air Force and Marine Corps sensors and weapons
systems were fused on a network. This capability demonstration enabled operators to connect any sensor with
the best shooter to see, track and intercept a cruise missile target, despite a highly contested electronic attack
environment that jammed some of the radars and would have otherwise denied the intercept. In addition, IBCS
shared target flight track data with a Navy C2 system during the event.
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In that not-too-distant future, adversaries will threaten with advanced weapons from every domain – land, air,
sea, space and cyberspace – and from every direction, all at the same time and potentially at hypersonic speeds.
To prevail, it’s now recognized by militaries across the globe that stand-alone networks must be more integrated
to enable command and control of the full battlespace across domains and services. That connectivity will allow
them to perform as a joint force, coordinating defense and strike strategies and saving every precious second.

Cyber- und Electromagnetic Warfare
janes.com
19.10.2021

USAF:
USAF seeks new missile
protection for HH-60W
helo as part of wider
upgrades

The US Air Force (USAF) is seeking a new missile protection system for its HH-60W Jolly Green II combat searchand-rescue (CSAR) helicopter as part of a wider effort to improve on the 2012 requirements baseline. The service
disclosed on 15 October that it is looking to acquire a lightweight directional infrared countermeasures (DIRCM)
system as part of a project, first reported by Janes in 2019, to bring the helicopter's capabilities up to today's
specifications, ahead of the commencement of full-rate production later in fiscal year 2022.

ynetnews.com
18.10.2021

ISR:
Cyberattacks one of
greatest threats to
Israel's national security

Last week's ransomware attack on Hillel Yaffe hospital shows that despite Israeli efforts to prevent such strikes,
hackers are still determined to do all they can to sabotage the country's infrastructure and worryingly not
deterred by Israel's policies.
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(Vollständiger Report abrufbar unter:
https://www.ynetnews.com/article/h194tbybf)

janes.com
15.10.2021

Saab reveals MBDA link
as Arexis air-launched
decoy breaks cover

Saab and MBDA have disclosed that they are working together on the development of a miniaturised
powered decoy that will form part of Saab's Arexis airborne electronic warfare (EW) product portfolio.
The proposed Arexis air-launched decoy would integrate a Saab electronic attack (EA) payload into the
air vehicle and wider weapons system architecture already in development by MBDA for the SPEAREW stand-in jammer. Saab describes Arexis as a family of airborne EW solutions addressing threat
warning, situational awareness, self-protection, and EA.

flightglobal.com
14.10.2021

US ARMY:

Elbit Systems has demonstrated its Micro Spear electronic warfare system detecting and locating a
radar site beyond 3.2nm (6km) while flying aboard the Area-I Altius-600 air-launched effect. Air-

airforcetimes.com
12.10.2021

Elbit demos electronic
warfare system on
Area-I Altius-600 airlaunched effect

launched effects are a broad category of unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) designed to act as extensions
of other UAVs or rotorcraft for missions such as reconnaissance, electronic warfare and loitering
munition strikes. The US Army wants to use the small drones to probe and disrupt enemy air defences,
creating opportunities for the General Atomics Aeronautical System’s MQ-1C Gray Eagle and the Future
Attack Reconnaissance Aircraft (FARA) to attack. The drones are expendable and have short flight
endurances. For example, the Altius-600 can fly for about 4h or 240nm (440km). In addition to being able to
detect radar sites, the Micro Spear has electronic countermeasure capabilities. A stand-in jammer, the
system operates closer to its targets than stand-off jammers, such as the Boeing EA-18G Growler’s
AN/ALQ-99 airborne electronic warfare system, which requires much more power to transmit radio
waves over longer distances.

USAF/CENTCOM:
This Compass Call
squadron - 'If you can't
talk, you can't fight' - is
coming home after 20
years of hacking and
jamming enemies in
CENTCOM

After almost 20 years as a shadowy player in the War on Terror, the Air Force’s squadron of EC-130H
electronic warfare planes is leaving its longtime home at Al Dhafra Air Base in the United Arab Emirates.
The 41st Expeditionary Electronic Combat Squadron formally shut down Sept. 28, marking another
milestone in the U.S. military’s withdrawal from war against the Taliban and other insurgent forces in
Afghanistan. The unit reverts back to the 41st Electronic Combat Squadron when not deployed. The
squadron and its specialized “Compass Call” planes headed to U.S. Central Command from DavisMonthan Air Force Base, Arizona, in the aftermath of the 9/11 terror attacks. Since then, those EC-130H
crews have flown about 14,750 sorties — more than 90,000 hours in the air.
The Compass Call’s unique mission has made it one of the most in-demand airframes in CENTCOM over
the past 20 years. It carries a slew of hardware and software that allow airmen to eavesdrop on nearby
combatants, interfere with enemy transmissions across radios and combat vehicles alike, jam radars
and, in recent years, send computer code to wireless devices — regardless of whether they are
connected to the internet.
“At the onset of Operation Iraqi Freedom, dozens of Iraqi soldiers waited patiently near the al Faw
Peninsula for instructions being transmitted from higher headquarters to blow up key oil fields there.
The message never came. In its place … was static,” the Air Force said of EC-130H operations in 2004,
about two years into Compass Call’s time there. Their tactics have changed alongside frequent
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upgrades from the secretive “Big Safari” program office. Compass Call has pivoted to jam the signals of
booby-trapped enemy quadcopters that are used for surveillance and bombings and cut off contact
between members of groups like the Islamic State. As the military scrambled to evacuate Afghan and
American citizens, and to pull out its own troops from Afghanistan in August, EC-130Hs flew overhead
to ensure U.S. troops had the open lines of communication they needed. While the 41st EECS will no
longer maintain a permanent presence in the UAE, Compass Call can still deploy on hacking and
jamming missions in CENTCOM as needed.
The Air Force is also bringing the 41st EECS home in the process of replacing the Compass Call fleet,
which outfitted existing C-130 planes with electronic warfare equipment four decades ago. Five of 14
EC-130Hs have retired so far, and only half the fleet will remain as of next fall. They’re making way for
the EC-37B, a smaller, modern jet intended to be more cost-efficient, reliable and faster than the
current platform L3Harris, in charge of integrating the new suite of EW systems onto the jet, and
Gulfstream, whose G550 airframe will serve as the new Compass Call itself, plan to deliver the first
planes to the Air Force in 2023.
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Boden- und seegestützte Luftverteidigungssysteme
defbrief.com
15.10.2021

PAK:
Pakistan commissions
Chinese HQ-9/P surface
to air missile system

The Pakistan Army has commissioned the Chinese-developed HQ-9/P high to medium air defense system
(HIMADS). The induction ceremony took place at the army air defense center in Karachi on October 14, and was
attended by Pakistan’s Chief of Army Staff, General Qamar Javed Bajwa, as well senior officials from China.
Pakistan’s FD-2000, as the export variant of the HQ-9 is labeled, is said to have capabilities similar to the S-300,
as it is believed to draw upon the Soviet system. According to available information, the system can cover an
area of close to 50,000 square kilometers and intercept aircraft at ranges of up to 125 kilometers. In addition to
Pakistan, HQ-9 is in service in China, Algeria, Morocco, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan.

tasnimnews.com
13.10.2021

IRN:
New Iranian Missile
System with Vertical

The images from the ‘Guardians of Velayat Sky-1400’ war game, involving the air defense units from the Army
and the Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC), suggest that the new missile launcher with quadruple vertical
canisters is a mobile air defense system used against targets in medium range. The system is apparently equipped

Launchers Unveiled in
Drill

with a radar installed on the launcher itself, allowing every single launch system to act independently in combat
with less reliance on a secondary radar-carrying vehicle. Every battery with four canister launchers mounted on
the back of a truck is expected to be armed with 8 to 12 missiles. The shape of the new missile system suggests
that the designers have taken into account the developments in the past recent years’ wars in West Asia and
North Africa. More ready-to-launch missiles mean greater combat survivability in the battlefield.
Moreover, the new unknown missile system is believed to be applicable to naval vessels. The limited space on
the combat vessels makes vertically-launched missiles, including the air defense and cruise ones, a suitable
option.
(Fotos und kurzer Video abrufbar unter:
https://www.tasnimnews.com/en/news/2021/10/13/2588819/new-iranian-missile-system-with-vertical-launchersunveiled-in-drill)

tass.com
13.10.2021

RUS:
First regiment of S-500
air defense systems to
defend Moscow

The first regiment of Russia’s advanced S-500 air defense systems has been delivered to a military unit guarding
the airspace of the Russian capital Moscow, a source close to the Russian Defense Ministry has told TASS. The
airspace above the Russian capital and the Central Industrial District is guarded by the 15th Aerospace Forces
Army (Special Purpose). According to the source, the second S-500 regiment will be handed over to the Russian
troops in the first half of 2022. The source added that it was a "long-term contract."
Produced by the Almaz-Antey Concern, the S-500 air defense system is designed to defeat all possible means of
an air and space attack by a potential enemy across the entire range of heights and speeds. The specialist training
for working with this system has been conducted since 2017. The S-500 will replace the S-400 Triumph air
defense system. On July 20, the Defense Ministry reported that it had been tested against a high-speed ballistic
target at the Kapustin Yar testing range in southern Russia.

defence-blog.com
11.10.2021

US ARMY:
US Army fields new
missile-armed Stryker in
Europe

The 5th Battalion, 4th Air Defense Artillery Regiment, part of the 10th Army Air & Missile Defense Command, is
the first unit in the Army fields the first Hellfire and Stinger Missile-armed Stryker vehicle in Europe. The new
combat vehicle was designed to bring a new era of air and missile defense to fast-moving attack units by killing
enemy drones, helicopters and incoming missiles. According to a recent service news release, the 5th Battalion
completed the first live-fire of the maneuver short-range air defense weapon system at the tactical unit level
and the first-ever live-fire of the system in Europe on Oct. 7, 2021. The purpose of the week’s training was to
demonstrate the capabilities of the M-SHORAD Stryker. Members of 3rd Platoon, Alpha Battery engaged ground
targets with the 7.62mm machine gun and aerial drone targets with three Stinger missiles.
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defbrief.com
11.10.2021

PHL:
France’s MBDA delivers
Mistral 3 missiles for
new Philippine frigates

French missile specialist MBDA has completed deliveries of the Mistral 3 surface-to-air missiles (SAM) for the
two new Jose Rizal-class frigates of the Philippine Navy.

Boden- und seegestützte Einsatzkräfte, Strategische Kampfmittel und Space Forces
reuters.com
21.10.2021

USA:
Rocket failure mars U.S.
hypersonic weapon test
as others succeed

The Pentagon's hypersonic weapon programs suffered a setback on Thursday when a booster rocket carrying a
hypersonic weapon failed, people briefed on the test result said. The test was intended to validate aspects of
one of the Pentagon's hypersonic glide vehicles in development, two of the people said. Hypersonic glide vehicles
are launched from a rocket in the upper atmosphere before gliding to a target at speeds of more than five times
the speed of sound, or about 3,853 miles (6,200 kilometers) per hour.
In a separate series of tests conducted on Wednesday, the U.S. Navy and Army tested hypersonic weapon
component prototypes. That test successfully "demonstrated advanced hypersonic technologies, capabilities,
and prototype systems in a realistic operating environment," the Pentagon said in a statement. The Sandia
National Laboratory ran the tests from NASA's Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia which will help "inform the
development of the Navy's Conventional Prompt Strike (CPS) and the Army's Long Range Hypersonic Weapon
(LRHW) offensive hypersonic strike," a statement said. The Navy and Army will conduct a flight test of the
common hypersonic missile in fiscal 2022, which began on Oct. 1.

en.yna.co.kr
19.10.2021 11:00

PRK:
N. Korea fires one
ballistic missile toward
East Sea from vicinity of
Sinpo: JCS

North Korea fired an unidentified projectile toward the East Sea on Tuesday, South Korea's Joint Chiefs of Staff
(JCS) said, in a move that may dampen Seoul's push to resume dialogue. The details on the latest launch were
not immediately available. The launch follows a series of Pyongyang's weapons tests, including the launch of a
hypersonic missile last month.
(Ergänzende Information en.yna.co.kr vom 19.10.2021 20:20: North Korea fired what appears to be a submarine-launched
ballistic missile (SLBM) toward the East Sea on Tuesday, South Korea's military said, in yet another setback to Seoul's drive
for peace with Pyongyang. The short-range missile was launched from waters east of Sinpo, a city on the North's east
coast, according to the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS). The launch was detected at 10:17 a.m., it said. The missile traveled about
590 kilometers at a top altitude of around 60 km, an informed source said, noting the possibility that the North might have
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used a submarine as a launch platform this time. Officials said that Tuesday's launch came after South Korean and U.S.
intelligence authorities had detected signs of a possible weapons test near Sinpo, where the North has been pushing to
build a 3,200-ton submarine capable of SLBM operations.)
(Ergänzende Information reuters.com vom 20.10.2021: North Korea test-fired a new, smaller ballistic missile from a
submarine, state media confirmed on Wednesday, a move that analysts said could be aimed at more quickly fielding an
operational missile submarine. The "new-type" SLBM was launched from the same submarine involved in a 2016 test of an
older SLBM, North Korea's state news agency KCNA said. A smaller SLBM could mean more missiles stored on a single
submarine, although with a shorter range, potentially putting nuclear-armed North Korea closer to fielding an operational
ballistic missile submarine (SSB).)

english.alarabiya.net
17.10.2021

CHN:
China tested new space
capability with
hypersonic missile

China has tested a new space capability with a hypersonic missile, the Financial Times reported on Saturday. The
report, citing multiple sources familiar with the test, said Beijing in August launched a nuclear-capable missile
that circled the Earth at low orbit before descending toward its target, which three sources said it missed by over
20 miles (32 kilometers). FT sources said the hypersonic glide vehicle was carried by a Long March rocket,
launches of which it usually announces, though the August test was kept under wraps. The report added that
China’s progress on hypersonic weapons “caught US intelligence by surprise.”
Pentagon spokesman John Kirby said he would not comment on the specifics of the report but added: “We have
made clear our concerns about the military capabilities China continues to pursue, capabilities that only increase
tensions in the region and beyond. That is one reason why we hold China as our number one pacing challenge.”
Hypersonic missiles, like traditional ballistic missiles which can deliver nuclear weapons, can fly at more than five
times the speed of sound. But ballistic missiles fly high into space in an arc to reach their target, while a
hypersonic flies on a trajectory low in the atmosphere, potentially reaching a target more quickly. Crucially, a
hypersonic missile is maneuverable (like the much slower, often subsonic cruise missile), making it harder to
track and defend against. While countries like the United States have developed systems designed to defend
against cruise and ballistic missiles, the ability to track and take down a hypersonic missile remains a question.
(Ergänzende Information reuters.com vom 20.10.2021: U.S. President Joe Biden said on Wednesday he is concerned about
Chinese hypersonic missiles, days after a media report that Beijing had tested a nuclear-capable hypersonic glide weapon.
Asked by reporters as he was boarding Air Force One for a trip to Pennsylvania whether he was concerned about Chinese
hypersonic missiles, Biden said, "Yes.")
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reuters.com
15.10.2021

CHN:
China launches second
crewed mission to build
space station

China on Saturday launched a rocket carrying three astronauts - two men and one woman - to the core module
of a future space station where they will live and work for six months, the longest orbit for Chinese astronauts.
A Long March-2F rocket carrying the Shenzhou-13 spacecraft, which means “Divine Vessel”, blasted off from
Jiuquan Satellite Launch Center in the northwestern province of Gansu at 12:23 a.m. (1623 GMT on Friday). The
vessel successfully docked to the port of the space station on at 6:56 a.m. (2156 GMT), and the astronauts
entered the space station’s core module at 10:03 a.m., the China Manned Space Agency said. Shenzhou-13 is
the second of four crewed missions needed to complete the space station by the end of 2022. During the first
crewed mission here that concluded in September, three other astronauts stayed on Tianhe for 90 days. After
the crew returns to Earth in April, China plans to deploy six more missions, including deliveries of the second and
third space station modules and two final crewed missions.

news.lockheedmartin.
com
14.10.2021

US ARMY:
U.S. Army Breaks New
Ground As Lockheed
Martin’s PrSM
Completes RecordSetting Flight

Lockheed Martin’s Precision Strike Missile (PrSM) completed its longest flight to date, exceeding maximum
threshold. This marks the fifth consecutive successful flight test for the missile. Firing from a High Mobility
Artillery Rocket Systems (HIMARS) launcher, the PrSM flew an extended range mission over the Pacific Ocean.
The flight is the second of three demonstrations taking place this year as part of the Enhanced Technology
Maturation and Risk Reduction (ETMRR) phase of the development program. The next flight is scheduled this fall
as part of the U.S. Army’s Project Convergence 21.
For more than 40 years, Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire Control has been the leading designer and
manufacturer of long-range, surface-to-surface precision strike solutions, providing highly reliable, combatproven systems such as the Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS), HIMARS, Army Tactical Missile System
(ATACMS) and Guided MLRS (GMLRS) to domestic and international customers.
(Ergänzende Information sputniknews.com vom 14.10.2021: According to Defense News, "the original intent was to reach
a maximum of 499 kilometers," but Washington's 2019 pullout from the INF Treaty "has allowed the US Army to develop
the missile to reach ranges much farther." The 1987 agreement between the US and then the Soviet Union banned landbased missiles with ranges between 500 and 5,500 kilometers in a bid to ease tensions created by quick-strike missiles
capable of delivering a nuclear attack in between six and eight minutes.)
(Ergänzende Information defensenews.com vom 14.10.2021: The contract drives the Army toward an initial fielding of the
weapon in fiscal 2023. PrSM is a priority program for the Army and is intended to replace the Army Tactical Missile System.
It will play an important role in the service’s future deep-strike capability necessary to counter Russian and Chinese
capabilities.)
(Kurzbeschreibung PrSM abrufbar unter:
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https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/products/precision-strike-missile.html)

reuters.com
12.10.2021

USA:
Pentagon says
hypersonic weapons are
too expensive

The Pentagon wants defense contractors to cut the ultimate cost of hypersonic weapons, the head of research
and development said on Tuesday, as the next generation of super-fast missiles being developed currently cost
tens of millions per unit. Currently, the U.S. uses cruise missiles which are mature technologies costing less than
$5 million per unit to strike deep into enemy territory. But cruise missiles are inferior to hypersonic weapons
because they have a shorter range, are far slower and more vulnerable to being detected and shot down. Both
Lockheed Martin and Raytheon Technologies are working on hypersonic weapons for the Pentagon. In
September, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency successfully tested an air-breathing hypersonic
weapon capable of speeds faster than five times the speed of sound. It was the first successful test of the class
of weapon since 2013. Hypersonic weapons travel in the upper atmosphere at speeds of more than five times
the speed of sound, or about 6,200 kilometers (3,853 miles) per hour.
In July, Russia said it had successfully tested a Tsirkon (Zircon) hypersonic cruise missile, a weapon President
Vladimir Putin has touted as part of a new generation of missile systems without equal in the world.

en.yna.co.kr
12.10.2021

USA/KOR/PRK:
Seoul, Washington
analyzing weapons
showcased at N. Korean
defense show

South Korea and the United States are analyzing an intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) and other weapons
systems showcased at a defense exhibition hosted by Pyongyang, Seoul's defense ministry said Tuesday. At the
exhibition, the North displayed a number of weapons systems that it has developed in recent years. They include
the Hwasong-16 ICBM and the hypersonic Hwasong-8 missile, according to the North's state media.
(Ergänzende Information sputniknews.com vom 12.10.2021: North Korea showed off the latest addition to its ballistic
arsenal, a Hwasong-8 missile armed with a hypersonic glider vehicle, during its "Self-Defence-2021" military exhibition. A
missile with characteristic glider wings at the top, earlier spotted on the images of Hwasong-8 test, could be seen on one of
the KCNA photos from the event. Little is known about the characteristics of the Hwasong-8, apart from that it is a
medium-range ballistic missile carrying a hypersonic glider with a warhead. Externally, the missile looks similar to the
Dongfeng-17 (DH-17) medium-range ballistic missile equipped with DF-ZF hypersonic glider used by China's People's
Liberation Army (PLA), the DPRK neighbour. However, some military experts suggest that, unlike the solid-fuel DH-17, the
Hwasong-8 uses liquid fuel loaded in ampoules which reportedly allows for faster launch preparation.)

flightglobal.com
12.10.2021

UVision, Rheinmetall
foresee European
demand for tankbusting loitering
munitions

“Italy, France, Germany, UK, Eastern Europe, everybody is basically looking to introduce this type of capability in
their portfolio,” says Fabio Sgarzi, chief executive of RWM Italia, a subsidiary of Rheinmetall that specialises in
the production of warheads. The eye-opening moment was the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict between Azerbaijan
and Armenia in 2020. Azerbaijan’s use of Israel-made loitering munitions, also known as suicide drones, is
credited with giving the country the upper hand in the conflict and allowing it to claw back disputed territory
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from Armenia. During the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, Azerbaijan is credited with destroying scores of Armenian
tanks using loitering munitions. The country released videos showing Israel-made suicide drones, in particular
the Israel Aerospace Industries Harop, dive bombing the top of tank turrets, an area where armour is typically
thinner. Loitering munitions might be considered strategic for another reason. European militaries’ greatest
adversary, Russia, has thousands of tanks left over from the Soviet Union era, many of which have undergone
upgrades in the past decade. It is thought by many military analysts that any Russian invasion of Eastern Europe
would be heavily dependent on the country’s vast fleet of tanks.

Geo- und Sicherheitspolitik, militärische Übungen
reuters.com
22.10.2021
03:45 AM CEST

USA/TWN/CHN:
U.S. President Joe Biden said on Thursday the United States would come to Taiwan's defense and had a
Biden says United States commitment to defend the island China claims as its own territory. "Yes, we have a commitment to do that,"
would come to Taiwan's Biden said at a CNN town hall when asked if the United States would come to Taiwan's defense.
defense

tasnimnews.com
21.10.2021

IRN:
Iran Air Force Launches
Major War Game

The Islamic Republic of Iran Air Force (IRIAF) on Thursday started the main and operational phase of a large-scale
military drill codenamed ‘Devotees of the Velayat Sanctuary’. Iranian Air Force Commander Brigadier General
Hamid Vahedi said that on the first day of the military exercise, the force’s F-7 fighter aircraft targeted the
hypothetical enemy’s positions with Yaseen-90 standoff bombs developed by local experts. Also, F-4 and F-5 jets
of the Air Force destroyed the enemy’s vital targets on land and sea, he noted. The IRIAF’s fighter-interceptor
aircraft meanwhile exercised air combat maneuvers at altitudes, the commander said. Other aircraft used in the
drill on Thursday included Sukhoi Su-27s, F-14s, Mirage F1s, and MiG-29s, according to General Vahedi. During
this military drill, different types of drones, laser and radar missiles as well as types of rockets and bombs made
by Iranian specialists have also been used.

timesofisrael.com
21.10.2021

ISR:
IDF said to resume
practicing potential
strike on Iranian nuclear
sites

The Israeli Air Force has resumed training for a possible strike on Iranian nuclear facilities, Israeli television
reported Thursday. According to Channel 12 news, Israel Defense Forces Chief of Staff Aviv Kohavi ordered that
budgetary funds be set aside for drilling such a scenario, after a two-year hiatus. The network said Kohavi had
also ordered that the air force train “intensely” in simulating a strike on Iran’s nuclear program. The orders were
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reportedly given during a meeting Kohavi held at his office in recent days. The report did not cite a source and
there was no comment from military officials.
ekathimerini.com
20.10.2021

GRC/TUR:
Turkish jets fly over
Farmakonisi, Lipsi
islands

A pair of Turkish Air Force F-16s passed over the southeastern Aegean islands of Farmakonisi and Lipsi on
Wednesday after entering the Athens Flight Information Region one minute apart at 2.13 p.m. and 2.14 p.m. The
two jets then split, with the first aircraft flying over the islet of Oinousses at 2:29 at 27,000 feet and the second
at 29,000 feet.

raf.mod.uk
20.10.2021

RAF:
RAF Lightnings
participate in
multilateral maritime
partnership exercise

RAF F-35B Lightnings from 617 Squadron have participated in a Maritime Partnership Exercise 2021, a
multilateral maritime partnership exercise involving the Royal Navy, Royal Australian Navy, Japan Maritime SelfDefense Force, and U.S. maritime forces. The exercise saw 617 Squadron train with Carrier Air Wing Two, a
United States Navy Air Wing from the Nimitz-class aircraft carrier USS Carl Vinson. Joining the UK F-35B from 617
Squadron were United States Navy and Marine Corps aircraft:
F-35C from Strike Fighter Squadron 147
F/A-18E Super Hornet from Strike Fighter Squadron 192
E/A-18G Growler from Electronic Attack Squadron 136
E-2D Hawkeye from Airborne Command & Control Squadron 113
F/A-18F from Strike Fighter Squadron 2
F/A-18E from Strike Fighter Squadron 113
F-35B from Marine Fighter Attack Squadron 211.

stripes.com
19.10.2021

CHN/RUS:
Chinese, Russian
warships pass together
through narrow
Japanese strait for first
time

A flotilla of Russian and Chinese warships transited a narrow waterway separating the major Japanese islands of
Honshu and Hokkaido for the first time on record Monday, according to the Japanese government. Five Russian
and five Chinese vessels, including destroyers and frigates, passed through the Tsugaru Strait — 12 miles wide
at its narrowest point — from the Sea of Japan to the Pacific Ocean, Japan’s deputy chief cabinet secretary
Yoshihiko Isozaki said during a news conference Tuesday. The strait is one of the few passageways through the
chain of islands, including the Japanese archipelago, that separates continental Asia from the Pacific Ocean. It is
considered an international waterway, according to public broadcaster NHK. The Chinese and Russian navies
held an exercise in the Sea of Japan this month that included communications, sea mine countermeasures, air
defense, live-fire shooting at maritime targets, joint maneuvering and joint anti-submarine missions.

timesofisrael.com
19.10.2021

ISR:

Israel has approved a budget of some 5 billion shekels ($1.5 billion) to be used to prepare the military for a
potential strike against Iran’s nuclear program, Channel 12 reported Monday. It includes funds for various types
of aircraft, intelligence-gathering drones and unique armaments needed for such an attack, which would have
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Israel said to approve
$1.5 billion budget for
potential strike on Iran

to target heavily fortified underground sites, the unsourced report said. The report comes days after the US Air
Force announced that it had carried out a successful test of its new “bunker buster,” the GBU-72 Advanced 5K
Penetrator. The 5,000-pound bomb could be used as a tool to strike Iranian nuclear sites. Crucially, the GBU-72
is designed to be carried by a fighter jet or a heavy bomber. Israel does not have bombers capable of carrying
the massive bunker busters in the current US arsenal. A smaller bunker buster bomb, the GBU-28, was secretly
sold to Israel in 2009, though it is not thought to have the ability to penetrate Iran’s Fordo nuclear facility, which
is buried deep under a mountain.

ilmavoimat.fi
18.10.2021

FIN:
Finnish Air Force to
participate in
Luftförsvarsövning 21 in
Sweden

The Finnish Air Force will deploy F/A-18 Hornet multi-role fighters and Hawk jet trainers to the Swedish Air
Force's Luftförsvarsövning 21 (LFÖ 21) exercise on 21–27 October 2021. LFÖ 21 is the Swedish Air Force’s main
exercise of 2021. For the Finnish Air Force, the aim of the exercise is to plan and execute air operations, base
operations, as well as control and reporting centre functions in cooperation with the Swedish Air Force. During
LFÖ 21, the Finnish Air Force will fly in both the defending and the adversary units of the exercise. A detachment
of six Finnish F/A-18 Hornets operating from Såtenäs Air Base will take part in the air operations of the defending
forces, whereas a detachment of three Hawks based at Visby, Gotland, will join the adversary operations.

timesofisrael.com
18.10.2021

ISR:
IDF official: Israel
expects Hezbollah to
fire 2,000 rockets a day
in wartime

During the 11-day May conflict between Israel and Hamas in the Gaza Strip, Palestinian terror groups fired
around 4,400 projectiles towards the Jewish state. The Iron Dome air defense system intercepted around 90
percent of the rockets headed for populated areas, while just under 300 hit inhabited districts. Cities like Tel Aviv
and Ashdod experienced the “highest number of fire towards them in the history of Israel,” said Uri Gordin, chief
of the army’s Home Front Command. “We saw a pace of more than 400 rockets fired towards Israel on a daily
basis.” Gordin said that in the case of a future “conflict or a war with Hezbollah, we expect more than five times
the number of rockets fired every day from Lebanon to Israel.” “Basically, we are looking at between 1,500 and
2,500 rockets fired daily towards Israel,” he told AFP.

focustaiwan.tw
17.10.2021

TWN:
Air Force to start annual
defense drills Monday

The Air Force will hold its annual Tien Lung drills from Monday until Oct. 29, with the bulk of the exercises taking
place in Jiadong, Pingtung County, according to military sources. The source told CNA that Air Force F-16Vs,
Mirage-2000s, and Indigenous Defense Fighters (IDFs) will take part in the annual maneuvers, which will also
include competitive testing of the Air Force's air-to-ground, air-to-sea, air-to-air, and land-based combat skills.
The strategies and tactics used in this year's Tien Lung exercises were aimed at bolstering a defense of Taiwan
launched primarily from the Jiadong area.

raf.mod.uk
15.10.2021

RAF:

RAF Typhoons based in the Eastern Mediterranean conducted Expeditionary Combat air operations from a
temporary base in the Middle East as a proof of concept. During early October, the 903 Expeditionary Air Wing
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@IDF
14.10.2021

Typhoons conduct
Expeditionary Combat
Air Operations in
Middle East

Typhoon Squadron based at RAF Akrotiri in Cyprus forward deployed to a forward location in the Middle East
from where it conducted an operational mission in support of Operation SHADER to further prove the Agile
Combat Employment concept. Agile Combat Employment is an operational concept of being able to operate
from austere air bases in order to disperse and quickly manoeuvre combat capability throughout a theatre.
Supported by a minimal presence on the ground to provide support activities such as aircraft fuelling, arming,
and engineering; Agile Combat Employment expands the number of bases from which air forces can generate
combat sorties.

ISR:
This is BlueFlag 2021

Over the next few weeks, the air forces of
Germany 🇩🇪
America 🇺🇸
The UK 🇬🇧
Greece 🇬🇷
France 🇫🇷
Israel 🇮🇱
India 🇮🇳
Italy 🇮🇹
will take to the skies in Israel to train, learn & improve operational capabilities.
(Ergänzende Information raf.mod.uk vom 20.10.2021: The scenarios will see 1 Squadron Typhoons working with Luftwaffe
Eurofighters, French Rafales, Indian Mirages, Greek F16s, Italian F35s, US F16s and Israeli F35s and F16s.)

iaf.org.il
14.10.2021

ISR:
Blue Flag 2021 Takes Off

Every two years, the IAF holds the "Blue Flag" exercise: an international training exercise hosting air forces from
around the world to strengthen cooperation between the nations. This year will be the largest and most
advanced aerial exercise ever held in Israel. The exercise will last two weeks and end on Thursday, October 28.
This years' theme is the integration of fourth and fifth-generation aircraft in complex operational scenarios. "Due
to the rise in the use of fifth-generation fighters around the world, this years' Blue Flag exercise will also focus
on combining them with other platforms in the battlefield", explains Lt. Col. E. "Air forces understand that, at
least in the near future, they will not strictly operate fifth-gen aircraft, but also the older fourth-generation
platforms", he continues.
(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://www.iaf.org.il/9448-53751-en/IAF.aspx)
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thedrive.com
13.10.2021

CHN/TWN:
Major Construction
Underway At Three Of
China's Airbases Closest
To Taiwan

China is upgrading three airbases located opposite Taiwan, boosting its airpower capability in an already tense
region that is flush with air combat capabilities. Construction of the new infrastructure began in early 2020 and
continued uninterrupted through the pandemic, underlining its priority. The work at the Chinese air force's bases
at Longtian, Huian, and Zhangzhou, all of which lie between 100 and 200 miles from Taiwan, give it an enhanced
forward presence near the Taiwan Strait. This, when coupled with the flurry of flights through Taiwan’s ADIZ, all
appear to be in line with Beijing’s evolving aggressive posture towards the island nation.
(Vollständige Analyse einschliesslich Satellitenaufnahmen abrufbar unter:
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/42722/major-construction-underway-at-three-of-chinas-airbases-closest-totaiwan)

janes.com
13.10.2021

defense.gov
12.10.2021

KOR:
Persistent threat from
North Korea drives
RoKAF modernisation

USA/TWN/CHN:
While China's
Intimidation of Taiwan
Continues, U.S. Remains
Committed to
Taiwanese Self-Defense

Despite an increased emphasis on participating in multinational operations over recent years, the focus for the
Republic of Korea Air Force (RoKAF) remains in countering the persistent threat from the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea (DPRK) to the north. As noted by Janes World Air Force (JWAF), the RoKAF is a full-spectrum
air arm, fielding the latest capabilities in the domains of air defence, strike, air mobility, and intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR). The service currently fields about 800 aircraft, of which about 450 are
frontline combat assets comprising 36 of a contracted 40 Lockheed Martin F-35A Lightning II Joint Strike Fighters
(JSFs), 59 Boeing F-15K Slam Eagles, 188 Lockheed Martin KF-16C/D Fighting Falcons, 150 Northrop F-5E/F Tiger
IIs, 20 McDonnell Douglas F-4E Phantom IIs, and 22 Korean Aerospace Industries (KAI) T/FA-50s (also known as
TA-50), as well as numerous fixed- and rotary-winged air mobility, surveillance, and special mission platforms.
"The PRC [Peoples Republic of China] has stepped up efforts to intimidate and pressure Taiwan and other allies
and partners, including increasing their military activities conducted in the vicinity of Taiwan, the East China Sea
and the South China Sea, which we believe are destabilizing and only increase the risk of miscalculation," Kirby
said during a briefing today at the Pentagon. Despite the recent Chinese show of force, Kirby said the U.S.
remains committed to keeping the Taiwan Strait a peaceful region. "We will continue to support a peaceful
resolution of cross-strait issues, consistent with the wishes and best interests of the people of Taiwan, and our
commitment to Taiwan is rock solid and contributes to the maintenance of peace and stability across the strait
and within the region," Kirby said. Kirby also said that the U.S. is interested in ensuring that Taiwan continues to
be able to defend itself. "We have an abiding interest in peace and stability across the Taiwan Strait and that's
why we're going to continue to assist Taiwan in maintaining a sufficient self-defense capability," he said.
"We're urging Beijing to cease this military, diplomatic and economic pressure, and the coercion against ...
Taiwan," he added.
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raf.mod.uk
12.10.2021

GBR/ISL:
RAF Poseidon MRA1 in
Iceland

A detachment of RAF personnel were in Iceland with an Atlas A400M and a Poseidon MRA1 aircraft, as part of
increased cooperation between the UK and Iceland. After a training sortie in the Greenland, Iceland and UK Gap,
the maritime patrol aircraft flew into Keflavik airbase. The visit marked the first overseas land away for the UK
Poseidon MRA1, which is an important asset to both the UK and NATO for strengthening maritime security. The
RAF’s visit to Iceland also provided an opportunity to make a significant step forward in the Agile Combat
Employment (ACE) programme, which focuses on the development of self-sufficient, multi-skilled, capabilities
that are both interoperable with Allies can be operated from multiple dispersed locations at short-notice.

raf.mod.uk
12.10.2021

GBR/EGY:
RAF conducts exercise
in Egypt for first time in
twenty years

AF Typhoons currently deployed in the Eastern Mediterranean have taken part in the first exercise for 20 years
with the Egyptian Air Force flying over Egypt. The Typhoons currently deployed as part of 903 Expeditionary Air
Wing joined Egyptian Air Force F-16s during Exercise BRIGHT STAR. This was the first time since 2001 that the
RAF have flown with the Egyptian Air Force. The Typhoons were also joined on the exercise by F-16s from the
Greek Air Force and US Air Force F-15s and F-16s together with C-130 Hercules and B-52s. Most of the
participating aircraft flew from Cairo West Air Base, RAF Typhoons however flew from RAF Akrotiri in Cyprus.
They were supported by an RAF Voyager, also from RAF Akrotiri, which provided air-to-air refuelling.

tasnimnews.com
11.10.2021

IRN:
Iran Plans Large-Scale
Air Defense Drill

The Iranian Air Defense units will launch a military exercise in the country’s central desert areas on Tuesday, a
commander said. The commander said the upcoming exercise is aimed at boosting the combat preparedness,
strengthening deterrent power, evaluating the homegrown air defense systems in countering various threats,
practicing action against the electronic warfare and cyberattacks, and boosting coordination among the Army
and the IRGC’s command and control centers. Participants in the drill will employ modern technologies, exercise
tactics to protect the sensitive centers and practice for defense against the aerial threats, smart ammunition,
cruise missiles, as well as drones and stealth aircraft, he added.

israelradar.com
11.10.2021

ISR:
Air Force Trains for
Intensive Strike Ops in
Northern Arena

The Israeli Air Force recently held a massive four-day exercise to practice strike operations under heavy antiaircraft fire. The army mobilized two F-35 and two F-16 squadrons as well as all UAV units and additional spy
planes for the drill. The training session signals that the IDF intends to attack sensitive and well-protected assets
in the the coming weeks and months. Israel expects to escalate its attacks on Iran and its proxies within months,
an earlier report said. The latest drill was held on the northern front with a focus on ensuring air superiority
during wartime, the Air Force said. In the final session, air crews executed a full operational model that combines
the capabilities tested during the exercise. Notably, IDF chief Aviv Kochavi recently toured the Ramat David
airbase in northern Israel, telling pilots to prepare for a “very challenging” year, Walla News reported.
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reuters.com
11.10.2021

CHN:
China says it carried out
beach landing drills in
province opposite
Taiwan

China's military said on Monday it had carried out beach landing and assault drills in the province directly across
the sea from Taiwan, though it did not link the exercises to current tensions with Taipei. The official People's
Liberation Army Daily newspaper, in a brief report on its Weibo microblogging account, said the drills had been
carried out "in recent days" in the southern part of Fujian province. The action had involved "shock" troops,
sappers and boat specialists, the Chinese military newspaper added. The troops were "divided into multiple
waves to grab the beach and perform combat tasks at different stages", it added, without providing further
details. It showed a video of soldiers in small boats storming a beach, throwing smoke grenades, breaking
through barbed wire defences and digging trenches in the sand. The drills appeared to involve a small number
of troops.

asia.nikkei.com
11.10.2021

JPN/PRK:
Japan explores defense
options for emerging
North Korean threats

Recent North Korean rocket tests have raised the possibility that Japan's current missile defenses may be
rendered ineffective, forcing policymakers here to consider new options -- including a constellation of small
tracking satellites and the ability to attack the missile launch itself in enemy territory. North Korea test-fired a
projectile toward the Sea of Japan on Sept. 28, later identifying it as the Hwasong-8 -- a hypersonic missile whose
speed and complex trajectory would make it almost impossible for a missile shield to shoot down. This came less
than two weeks after a pair of ballistic missile test launches by North Korea on Sept. 15. The Japanese
government announced shortly after the firings that the missiles had likely fallen outside its exclusive economic
zone. But Tokyo did an about-face nine hours later, reporting that they had in fact landed in the EEZ. The
weapons were apparently capable of changing trajectories and extending their flight distance. They were no
longer following simple parabolic paths, making them hard to track.
Japan's Self-Defense Forces currently predict missile trajectories based on radar readings of launch angle and
speed. The weapons are then met with a two-tier defense system: the sea-based Aegis missile shield while
outside the atmosphere, followed by Patriot Advanced Capability-3 missiles as they reenter. The system is
designed for missiles traveling on a simple parabolic path, like a ball thrown in the air. But North Korea has been
developing trajectory-shifting missiles in recent years that would make it much more difficult to intercept them
in time or as accurately.

timesofisrael.com
10.10.2021

IRN:
Iran has 120 kilograms
of 20% enriched
uranium, atomic chief
says

Iran has enriched more than 120 kilograms of 20-percent enriched uranium, the head of the country’s atomic
energy agency said on state television Saturday evening. “We have passed 120 kilograms,” said Mohammad
Eslami, head of the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran. “We have more than that figure.” In September, the
International Atomic Energy Agency reported that Iran had boosted its stocks enriched above the percentage
allowed in the 2015 deal with world powers. It estimated that Iran had 84.3 kilos of uranium enriched to 20
percent (up from 62.8 kilos when the IAEA last reported in May).
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(Ergänzende Information jpost.com vom 10.10.2021: If true, the numbers could be considered a major jump forward in
uranium enrichment, potentially eventually toward a nuclear weapon if Tehran made the choice to try and break the
nuclear threshold. Last month, the International Atomic Energy Agency said Iran had 84.3 kg. of uranium enriched to 20%.)

bundeswehr.de
07.10.2021

VOLFA 2021

Die Base Aérienne 118 in Mount-de-Marsan in Frankreich ist dieses Jahr Gastgeber der multinationalen Übung
VOLFA 2021. Vom 4. Oktober bis 15. Oktober fliegen auch deutsche Eurofighter von dem Militärflugplatz der
französischen Luftstreitkräfte Kampfjets in die Übungsräume, welche sich über weite Teile des Südwestens
Frankreichs erstrecken.
Schwerpunkt von VOLFA 21 ist das Üben von Combined Air Operations – verbundenen Luftkriegsoperationen –
mit NATO-Partnern und Verbündeten. Hier trainieren diverse Flugzeuge und Hubschrauber in der Luft sowie
verschiedene Verteidigungssysteme und Soldaten am Boden gemeinsam standardisierte NATO-Verfahren.
Neben deutschen Kampfflugzeugen vom Typ Eurofighter sind unterschiedliche Luftfahrzeuge an der Übung
beteiligt. Die französischen Kampfflugzeuge Rafale und Mirage in ihren unterschiedlichen Versionen, der Airbus
vom Typ A400M aus Belgien oder Kampfflugzeuge vom Typ F-18 aus Spanien sind nur eine kleine Auswahl an
Waffensystemen der übenden Nationen. Aufgrund des Designs der Übung sind etliche Übungsteilnehmer nicht
wie die deutschen Eurofighter in Mont-de-Marsan stationiert. Das Übungsgebiet erstreckt sich über weite Teile
des Südwestens Frankreichs. Die Übung ist so konzipiert, dass die Missionen von verschiedenen Standorten in
Frankreich, aber auch aus Nachbarländern Frankreichs geflogen werden. So nehmen zahlreiche Nationen, wie
beispielsweise Spanien und die Schweiz, disloziert und kräfteorientiert an der Übung VOLFA teil und verbleiben
in Ihren Heimatstandorten.

Analysen, Studien, Reports, Fact Sheets, Infographics, Podcast und Videos
en.yna.co.kr
20.10.2021

PRK:
N. Korea's SLBM drive
aimed at regime
survival, military edge,
negotiation leverage:
analysts

North Korea's drive to develop submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) appears aimed at sharpening its
military edge to ensure the security of the dynastic regime and bolstering leverage for future nuclear talks,
analysts said Wednesday.
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter:
https://en.yna.co.kr/view/AEN20211020001000325?section=national/defense)
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rusi.org
19.10.2021

CHN/TWN:
China’s Taiwan Air
Incursions: Reading the
Tea Leaves

China’s incursions are steadily eroding Taiwan’s position in the air and sea around the island. Though in some
ways less provocative than they are portrayed, China’s recent incursions into Taiwan’s air defence identification
zone (ADIZ) and the intent behind them do warrant attention. The steady drumbeat of Chinese air activity – even
if it does not point to imminent conflict – does underscore the ways in which the People’s Liberation Army (PLA)
can erode Taiwan’s readiness and capabilities without risking open conflict.
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter:
https://www.rusi.org/explore-our-research/publications/commentary/chinas-taiwan-air-incursions-reading-tea-leaves)

ga-asi.com
19.10.2021

New UAS and Tech Will
Dominate a New Era in
Air Warfare

After rewriting the rules of war on the ground, unmanned aircraft systems are raising their sights. General
Atomics Aeronautical Systems’ earlier aircraft such as the MQ-1 Predator made their mark by constantly looking
down. They changed the nature of combat because they could stay aloft indefinitely, when working in teams,
and provide not only invaluable intelligence to ground forces but precise, lethal support when needed. The
nature of warfare itself, however, is changing, which means that unmanned aerial systems must evolve to keep
up. In the case of GA-ASI, new UAS are setting the pace. A wave of new aircraft, systems and capabilities mean
the coming chapter of aviation will be as much about assigning counter-air roles to the successors of the Predator
as sustaining their proven record in supporting ground troops and other current missions.
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter:
https://www.ga-asi.com/new-uas-and-tech-will-dominate-a-new-era-in-air-warfare)

news.usni.org
18.10.2021

USN:
USNI News Fleet and
Marine Tracker: Oct. 18,
2021

These are the approximate positions of the U.S. Navy’s deployed carrier strike groups and amphibious ready
groups throughout the world as of Oct. 18, 2021, based on Navy and public data. In cases where a CSG or ARG is
conducting disaggregated operations, the chart reflects the location of the capital ship.
(Infographic abrufbar unter:
https://news.usni.org/2021/10/18/usni-news-fleet-and-marine-tracker-oct-18-2021)

jpost.com
13.10.2021

IRN:
Iran claims success for
new 'Iranian Iron Dome'
air defense system analyses

Iran has claimed new success in its integrated air defense network. A drill claimed that a new air defense system
has been unveiled by the Islamic Republic. According to Fars News in Iran, Brig.-Gen. Amir Qader Rahimzadeh,
Commander of the National Air Defense Base, announced the news that a “strong and multi-layered defense
against cruise missile attack is one of the goals of the joint specialized air defense exercise of the 1400th Province
[Velayat] Sky Defenders.” Images of a new air defense system were published for the first time.
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(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter:
https://www.jpost.com/middle-east/iran-news/iran-claims-success-for-new-iranian-iron-dome-air-defense-systemanalysis-681874)

asia.nikkei.com
09.10.2021

CHN:
China's latest fighter
jets, drones display warmaking capability

AirShow China - China showed off cutting-edge aircraft ranging from next-generation fighter jets to the latest
drones at its biggest air show, shining the spotlight on the country's high-end military technology amid mounting
tensions with Washington.
(Vollständiger Report einschliesslich aufschlussreichem Bildmaterial abrufbar unter:
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Aerospace-Defense/China-s-latest-fighter-jets-drones-display-war-makingcapability?utm_campaign=IC_china_up_close_free&utm_medium=email&utm_source=NA_newsletter&utm_content=arti
cle_link&del_type=9&pub_date=20211015000100&seq_num=9&si=11102475)

crsreports.
congress.gov
07.10.2021

USA:
Renewed Great Power
Competition:
Implications for
Defense—Issues for
Congress

The emergence of great power competition with China and Russia has profoundly changed the conversation
about U.S. defense issues from what it was during the post-Cold War era: Counterterrorist operations and U.S.
military operations in the Middle East—which were moved to the center of discussions of U.S. defense issues
following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001—are now a less-dominant element in the conversation,
and the conversation now features a new or renewed emphasis on the following, all of which relate to China
and/or Russia.
(Vollständiger Report abrufbar unter:
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R43838)
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Replik auf den Leserbrief «Ist der modernste im Rennen es wert, die
Existenz der Luftwaffe zu gefährden?» von Michael Keller, 8264
Eschenz im Cockpit 09/2021
Ja, es ist es wert!
Michael Keller stellt im Cockpit 09/2021 provokativ die Frage «Ist der modernste
Jet im Rennen es wert, die Existenz der Luftwaffe zu gefährden?» und fordert,
dass die vom Bundesrat als Ersatz für die veralteten F-5E Tiger II und F/A-18C/D
beantragte Beschaffung des F-35A Lightning II vom Parlament zurückzuweisen
sei. Die Sicherheit der Schweiz könne mit einem der anderen ebenfalls im
Auswahlverfahren geprüften Kandidaten gewährleistet werden. Seine
Forderung begründet er nun allerdings mit Argumenten, die einem Faktencheck
nicht Stand halten. So zum Beispiel:
«Die 36 Kampfjets werden hauptsächlich für den Luftpolizeidienst benötigt»
Raison d’Être unserer Luftwaffe/Armee ist die Landesverteidigung, nicht der
Luftpolizeidienst in Friedenszeiten! Wir suchen deshalb nicht primär ein für diese
Aufgabe optimiertes Kampfflugzeug. Das vom Bundesrat abgesegnete
Pflichtenheft als Basis für unser Auswahlverfahren verlangt vom neuen
Kampfflugzeug denn auch folgerichtig Fähigkeiten im Bereiche Luftverteidigung,
Aufklärung und Luftangriff zur Unterstützung unserer Bodentruppen.
«Woher sollen die Informationen für die F-35 kommen, woher sollen die F-35Sensordaten gesendet werden?»
Für die Einsatzführung der F-35-Flotte steht unserer Luftwaffe mit dem
Luftraumüberwachungs- und Einsatzleitsystem FLORAKO ein leistungsfähiges,
ständig erneuertes Mittel zur Verfügung. Dank dem integrierten Data Link MIDS
Link 16 ermöglicht dieses den gegenseitigen Austausch von technischen und
taktischen Daten. Mit dem Multi-Funktionalen Informationsverteilungssystem
Link 16 ist es bei gleichem MIDS-Schlüssel z.B. auch möglich, Daten mit weiteren
Nutzern in der Luft und am Boden auszutauschen. Mit dem Kauf des F-35A
schaffen wir auch eine Redundanz für unsere im Ernstfall von gegnerischen
Luftangriffen bedrohten Radarstationen. Es ist im Übrigen geplant, bis zur
Einführung des F-35A bei unserer Luftwaffe die Entwicklungsschritte

«Kommunikation Luft/Boden und «Joint all Domain Operations» umzusetzen.
Damit werden in Zukunft auch die Verbände unserer Bodentruppen Nutzniesser
der vom F-35A-Kräftemultiplikator gewonnen technischen und taktischen Daten
sein. Bereits heute kann auch vorausgesagt werden, dass ein Verbund von
FLORAKO, F-35A und Luftabwehrsystem Patriot grösserer Reichweite unsere
geplante integrierte Luftverteidigung deutlich leistungsfähiger machen wird.
«Die Stealth-Fähigkeit ist nur sinnvoll, wenn man unerkannt angreifen will»
Die integrierte Stealth-Technologie des F-35 ist vor allem auch in der bei uns im
Vordergrund stehenden «Defensiven Luftverteidigung» im und über dem
eigenen Raum von entscheidender Relevanz! Das belegen die bei den jährlich
mehrmals durchgeführten Red Flag-Luftkriegsmanövern der U.S. Air Force
gewonnenen Erkenntnisse mit Abschussverhältnissen von 1:20 und mehr zu
Gunsten der 5. Generation-F-35A eindrücklich.
«Der F-35 war nicht umsonst der langsamste Jet der Evaluation»
Im Rahmen des Auswahlverfahrens mussten alle vier Mitwettbewerber die
gleichen Einsätze gegen je ein hoch- und tieffliegendes Ziel sowie eine
Identifikations-Mission in der Nacht fliegen. Dabei zeigte der F-35A wegen den
in seinen beiden internen Rumpfwaffenschächten mitgeführten Luftzielraketen
und voll integrierten Sensoren gleiche oder bessere Leistungen im Vergleich mit
den übrigen drei Mitwettbewerbern der Generation 4++, die ihre Waffen und
übrigen Nutzlasten an Unterflügel- und Unterrumpfwaffenstationen mitführen
mussten, was deren Manövrierbarkeit und Geschwindigkeit negativ
beeinflusste. In einer professionell durchgeführten Evaluation dürfen bei
solchen Einsatztests eben nicht «Clean-Konfigurationen» geprüft werden,
sondern es sind realistisch bewaffnete und ausgerüstete Maschinen, wie sie in
einer Ernstfall-Mission geflogen würden, einzusetzen. In diesem Zusammenhang
hat Oberstlt Bernhard Berset, Chef-Test-Pilot der Armasuisse, auch festgestellt,
dass der F-35A in Einsatzkonfiguration über vergleichbare Flugleistungen bei
einer deutlich längeren Verweilzeit im Operationsgebiet verfügt, was
insbesondere bei Luftpolizeidiensteinsätzen und dem Konferenzschutz von nicht
zu unterschätzender Bedeutung ist.
«Auch reissen die schlechten Nachrichten über den F-35 nicht ab»
Das deutliche Ergebnis unseres Auswahlverfahrens zeigt, das Lockheed Martin

mit dem F-35A ein Quantensprung gelungen ist. Dies zu einem hohen Preis und
«Lehrgeld» mit ungelösten «Teething Troubles», wie sie allerdings bei allen
ambitionierten Neu- und Weiterentwicklungen auftreten. Wir dürfen positiv
davon ausgehen, dass im Zeitpunkt des Zulaufs des F-35A zu unseren
schweizerischen Einsatzstaffeln 2026/2027 diese Probleme der Vergangenheit
angehören werden. Bereits heute operieren gemäss Angaben von Lockheed
Martin auf 29 Luftstützpunkten weltweit 690 F-35 aller drei Versionen mit einer
hohen durchschnittlichen Einsatzfähigkeit von 70 % (Ziel: 80 %). Dabei wurden
bis Anfangs September 2021 insgesamt 430'000 Flugstunden akkumuliert. Jeder
Einsatz wird akribisch ausgewertet und die dabei gewonnenen Erkenntnisse zur
Produktverbesserung und zur Eliminierung bestehender «Kinderkrankheiten»
genutzt.
«Zu hohe Betriebs- und Unterhaltskosten»
Erst kürzlich haben das Pentagon und Lockheed Martin als F-35-Hersteller
einen neuen Wartungsvertrag mit dem Ziel abgeschlossen, die durchaus hohen
Betriebskosten in den kommenden fünf Jahren um weitere 40 % zu reduzieren
und sie damit in den Kostenbereich eines Kampfflugzeugs der
Mitwettbewerber-Generation 4++ zu senken. Diese Einsparungen sollen u.a.
durch verbesserte Kosten und Geschwindigkeiten in der Lieferkette,
kontinuierliche Zuverlässigkeitsverbesserungen und eine höhere
Personaleffizienz bei der Bereitstellung von Produktunterstützungslösungen für
die ständig wachsende, globale Flotte erreicht werden. Unser
Auswahlverfahren hat auch gezeigt, dass der F-35A bei einer neutralen
Vollkostenrechnung das günstigste Flugzeug im Wettbewerb war. Dabei flossen
zahlreiche Kosten in die Flugstunden-Berechnung ein, welche bei Flugzeugen
der 4. Generation in der Regel nicht berücksichtigt werden.
«Es geht um die Sicherheit der Schweiz! Diese kann mit jedem der anderen 3
Kandidaten sichergestellt werden, aber nicht mit dem F-35»
Michael Keller bleibt eine aussagekräftige Antwort schuldig. Er verweist lediglich
auf die GSoA, die mit dem Ziel der Abschaffung unserer Armee
erfahrungsgemäss jedes Kampfflugzeug bekämpfen würde. Da vertraue ich
besser dem 70-köpfigen Projektteam unseres Auswahlverfahrens und unserer
für unsere Sicherheit die Verantwortung tragenden Bundesrätin Viola Amherd.
Wenn wir unsere Luftwaffe als Einsatzmittel der ersten Stunde und als
strategische Reserve unseres Bundesrats – wie von GSoA, SP und Grüne Schweiz

angestrebt – nicht irreversibel verlieren wollen, geht es nun für alle
armeebejahenden Kräfte darum, sich vorbehaltlos hinter das Programm Air2030
zu stellen und sich dafür zu engagieren, dass unser Parlament der F-35Beschaffung mit einer überzeugenden Mehrheit zustimmt und wir danach auch
die uns mit an Sicherheit grenzender Wahrscheinlichkeit aufgezwungene «Stopp
F-35»-Initiativabstimmung mit einem ordentlichen Stimmen-Resultat und nicht
nur mit der Hilfe eines Ständemehrs gewinnen. Konrad Alder, 8713 Uerikon
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